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Accomplished Much b -- 'for Measure Has Endorsement
President Roosevelt and
Territory Secured FavorPostmaster General
able Report On Bonds
Meyer
For Local Institutions.

Bill 10

SETTLE

RESTRICTS

IINI- -.

Provides For Satisfactory Settlement of Present Suits and For
Handling of Such Matters
In

Future-Approv-

By

ed

Secretary of Interior.
)
0. (Sps-cla- l
Washington,
Fob.
Curry
aii'l the delegation of
Governor
New Mexicans spent today with the
committee mi territories, which finally agreed to make a unanimous fa
volatile report on the act of the last
legislature for the validation of bonds
for the beni-Ii- t of New .Mexico institu1

tion

3

S.

The nu mbers of the delegation will
probably leave Washington for their
homes tomorrow.
They have done a great deal of
work for the interests of New Mexico, and while they would like to
have succeeded in getting the statehood matter before the present session, still they believe that they have
accomplished all that could be done
under the circumstances.
The most important
of all the
matters taken up was the compromise effected with
to public
land matters In the territory, which
preis embodied in the resolution
sented to Congress by Delegate W.
H. Andrews.
This resolution not only Includes
but
timber lands now in dispute
paves the way to the handling of other timber lands from time to time.
The. resolution is entitled an act to
provide for the sale of large growth
and matured timber on lands heretofore granted to thi ferriory of New
Mexico and for other purposes.
He It enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
of the
I'nited States of America in Congress
assembled. That the large and matured timber growing upon any of the
lands granted to the territory of New
Mexico under the provisions of an
act entitled "An act to make certain
grants of land to the territory of New
Mexico, and for other purposes," approved June 21st issx, may be sold
by the territory, for the uses and pur"
Iioses for which the lands were granted, under such rule and regulations
hs may be prescribed by the commissioner of public lands of the territory with the approval of the governor: but no sale or contract for the
sale of the timber upon any of said
lands shall be valid until approved by
the secretary of the Interior: Provided, That all contracts heretofore
made by the territory of New Mexico fop the cutting of timber from
lands granted to the territory by said
act shall be approve,! and confirmed
by the secretary of the Interior upon
hi- - execution of a satisfactory
agreement by tha holders thereof, in a
form prescribed by him. to pay for
such timber to the territory of New
Mexico the sum of three dollars in
all for each acre tmhruced In their
respective contt.iefj. Including land
heretofore cut over under said contracts.
Sec. 2. That upon the delivery of
properly executed and duly recorded
deeds to the commissioner of public
lands of the territory of New Mexico
by the holders of the record title possessed by them In or to any lands
heretofore selected by the territory of
Xew Mexico under th,. provisions of
said act of June 2 1st, 1S9S. to which
a colorable record title has been acquired by apparent purchase
from
the territory of New Mexico, the
public
of
of
commissioner
lands
the
territory shall grant to said holders
title,
record
without
of the
further
consideration, the riuh to cut aicA
h
remov.- the matured an,l
timber upon the mis respectively
y them to the territory of
convive,
New Mexico, together with all necessary lights of way f ir harvesting the

Sc.

That the land,

econv eyed
of New Mexico under
the provisions of the preceding section, ha'l iie held by the territory in

trust for the several uses and purposes, and subject to the wmp conditions and limitations under which the
Lino, were (edecfed by the territory;
provided, that if any of the lauds embraced In any tontract heretofore
made with the territory of New Mexico or so rei oavev .d to the territory-arwithin any established national
forest, the territory of New Mexico
shull be author:., d a. id permitted to
select in exchange therefor an equal
number of acres from the surveyed,
and
notitimbered
unappropriated.
vioi, mineral pub'.ic lands of the I'nited
States In said territory, the lands m
selected by the territory in trust, as
aforesaid, the same as the lands in
lieu ef which they may be selected,
and the lands made the basis of exchange to become, without further action, part of the national forest in
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Arrangements Practically Ohio Plant of National Tube
Company Re opens After
Complete. Including the
Shut-dow- n
of Over
Remodeling of the
Two Months.
Coliseum.
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COMFORT FOR

MANUFAC-

TURERS ARE OPTIMISTIC

DEIEGATES

MANY

SERVICE

Is One of Many Acts Outlined By
Various Senators Mall Order
Houses Favor and Country
Merchants Oppose Enactment of Act.

Seats Provided for 1. 000 Persons American Steel and Wire Company
Galleries for Public Enlarged Plan To Operate With Full Force
Shortly Illinois Steel ComDenver Committee Serves Nopany Will Add Big Force
tice That No Excessive
This Week.
Charges Will Be Made.

Washington, I). ('.. Feb. 10 Senator Hurnhani, of New Hampshire, today Introduced ill Congress his measure to provide for the establishment
of a rural delivery parcels post, which
has been under preparation for sever
al months.
The bill has the endorsement of
President Itoosevelt and Postmaster
(Jeneral Meyer.
It fixes the rate of
postage- - at five cents per pound for
the first pound and two cents for
each additional pound or fraction
thereof, up to eleven pounds.
It provides that the rural delivery
t
such
service shall be restricted
parcels as are offered by merchants,
whose places of business are on u
rural delivery route and to residents
on such route.
One of Many.
The bill is regarded us the best of
the numerous ones suggested, a number of which have been drawn up.
Favoring the passage of a parcels
post system are the mall order houses
backed by thousands of their customers, while opposing the enactment
of such a law are the small dealers
who allege that with juch a system
in operation their businesses will be
ruined.
The bill will undoubtedly have a
stormy time In Congress as strong
Influence. will be brought to bear
both for and against It. Its backers
site the success of the parcels post
system in England and other European countries as the- best feature In
favor of establishing a similar system in the United States, nnd have
urged the enactment of a law wider
In scope than
the Hurnham bill.
Western Congressmen are being urged
by their constituents to oppose the
passage of the act.

Washington, .Feb. 10. Clrairman
Harry S. New, Secretary Elmer Do
ver and other members of the subcommittee of the Republican national
committee, practically have completed
the hall arrangements for the national convention which is to be held In
Chicago next June.
The convention assembles In the
Colllst-uthe scene of many his
toric gatherings which is only about
twelve minutes' walk from the business center of Chicago and reached by
the Illinois Central railroad and elec
tric surface lines.
To Chairman Xew nnd Secretary
Dover post experience in effecting ar.
rangements for national conventions
has proved valuable. Every Improvement they have suggested to the arch,
itect tends to the comfort and con
venlence of those w ho attend the con
vention.
The total number of scuts, accord
ing to present plans. Is 11,011, which
Includes the seats provided in the balcony that extends around the hall
On a raised platform above the floor
of the auditorium will be provided
seats for the chairman and eecretar
les of the convention and fifty-si- x
seats for members of the national
committee. The section Immediately
In the rear of the platform provided
for the specially invited guests wJll
contain 1.826 seals.
Directly In front of the platform
and extending on both sides of it are
the sections provided for working
members of the press. These sections
wilt give desk room for 416 writers,
nearly 100 more than were provided
for at the last convention.
In the body of the hall seats are
provided fur the delegates, and im
mediately back of them 1,000 more
have been set aside for the alternates,
On each Bide of these two sections
and In the rear of them, are 3,615
seats for the spectators, these sec
tions being arranged In amphitheater
style. The balcony sections contain
3, IMS seats
for the general public,
most of them being very deslra e.
No (Joiigtni; lit Denver
Denver, Feb. 10. The local committee of the Democratic national
committee, having in charge t io details for quartering and entertaining
delegates and visitors during t e national Democratic convention i:i July,
announces that there will be no excessive charges permitted for hotel
and other accommodations. The committee also wishes to assure the public that Denver Is able to furnish
quarters for an enormous crowd and
that all who visit the city next July
will find comfortable stopping places
at reasonable prices. The committee
points to the manner of handling the
(irand Army convention several years
ago, when upwards of 100.000 people
were guests of the city, as proof of
this assertion.
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COMMITTEE CONTINUES
PRINTING INVESTIGATION
Washington,
Feb. 10. The Congressional committee having in charge
the examination of the affairs of the
government printing office continued
Its work today. One of the principal
charges against Charles A. Stlllings,
public printer, is that he spent the
government's money with reckless extravagance.
His offices were fitted
up In a Btyle befitting a Wall street
money king, with massive furniture,
costly pictures and every appointment
the acme of elegance.

Japanese Exclusion Leaders Flow of Water Believed to Be Place Obstruction and Tear
Will Urge Early Settlement
500 Gallons Per Minute
Up Rail. But Choose Wrong
of Vexatious Problem.
..Can Be Increased.
Track By Mistake.
I

j

THE PACIFIC COAST
TRAIN CARRIES TWO
INDICATIONS GOOD
DELEGATION UNITED
CAR LOADS OF SOLDIERS
FOR SECOND FLOW
Washington, Feb. 10. Unless Pre.
Ident Itoosevelt is able to report a
treaty barring Japanese coolie within thirty days,
Japanese
exclusion
leaders will go ahead and test the
sentiment of Congress on an
exclusion law.
There Is a definite understanding
among the members of the Pacific
coast delegation to this effect. Karly
In February
Representatives
Hayes
and Kahn will again go to the White
House In the interests of an exclusion law.
They will point out to the president
thut unless the Immigration question
is settled before the adjournment of
Congress the success of the Republican ticket at the coming election
wiil be in jeopardy.
They will refer
to the intention of the Democratic
t
an exclusion plunk
leaders to
In their platform, and will recall the
fact that the Chinese exclusion bill
was Introduced by a Democrat and
became a law during a Democratic
administration.
As to the danger of an exclusion
law causing war, neither Hayes nor
Kahn take any stock whatever In the
Idea. They say Japan U bluffing and
could not be drawn into war under
any conditions.
The Japanese exclusion bill Is the
one issue the Pacific coast deleg-atlois united on. The delegation held a
session recently, and decided on a
systematic campaign in the interests
f exclusion, which will be close to
the lines indicated above unless there
h'Oiid le some unexpected development in the negotiations now ponding
directly between the president and
the J.i raiiese government.

Joliet, III., Feb. 10. What Is beJ. S. Eldridge, the engineer who
found the artesian well at Suwanee, lieved to have been a deliberate plot
to wreck the Santa Fe fast mall train
thirty-fiv- e
miles southwest of Albuquerque, w hich was announced In The between Chicago and Kansas City yesterday was discovered by the wreck
Citizen Saturday, returned to Suwanee of
a freight train which ran Into
Saturday night.
the track, thought to
liefore departing Mr. Kldridge dis- have been on
tided for the fast mail,
played a kodak picture of the well. but v t ii h, inn
mistake had been
This picture tdiows the water gushing p'aciu on thinugh
the eastbound Instead of
from the top of a
pipe six tii.j v.
track.
feet above the surface of the ground.
fast mall carried two carloads
The capacity of the well Is as yet un- of The
United States soldiers and It is
determined, but it is believed that It thought
the persons who tried to
is flowing Mdl gallons and could easily
wreck
the
train did o with the inbe forced to 1,000 gallons a minute.
killing and maiming the
of
tention
Kldridge
Mr.
that th" true
value of the well could not be ascer- soldiers.
They
placed a pile of ties on the
tained until It had been cleaned out track used
by eastbound trains on the
a
firm foundation established, lie bridge over Small
and
creek, a mile north
he
believed
body
said that
of
the
lyockport, and evidently tried to
water found Is nothing short of an of
pry
up
onu
of tho rails. A freight
underground sea. and to ascertain to
ran into t he obstruction and
a small degree its extent, he ha.s start- train
front end engine was wrecked.
ed drilling a second well a mile and the for
Hie fact that would-b- e
wrecka ha'f liorteast of the first. Mean- Hut
a mistake in choosing the
while the first wcli will not be capped ers made
it is probable the mail train,
but permitted to fn as freely s it track
at a fast speed, would have
wiil.
If the second well encounters running
(lowing water, a third Well will be been thrown into the creek and a
large loss of life resulted.
sunk.
Tlie place where the gusher was
found Is near the western edge of a
PROSECUTE
large plain, twelve inlies wide, which CANADIANS
lies along the kio Puerco and is alon one
most level. The first well
UNITED STATES OFFICER
of the highest places mi this plain
near a line of hills The elevation is
sufllcient to cany water to any part I I'v Him onr Charge of kidnaping
May
i
Prioiii-lliu
of lim.inni acres of l.in.i. The second
.
well Is being put down at a lower
altitude.
Emerson. Mich., Feb. 10. iliorge
A number of people
left the cltv
special agent of the United
yesterday ami last night to see the Fouike, treasury
w as
department,
new gusher. If the water l.s found to States
placed on trial lien- today o.i the
be suitable for irrigation purpose, charge
of kidnaping A. E. Tullon, Deand the supply is Inexhaustible, the cember 7. l'.PiT. The case may lead
f nding of It no ins the reclaiming of
international questions.
several hundred thousand acres of to Fouike,
MAIL POUCH THIEF IS
charging Tullon with smugland, which will ultimately lie of great gling, captured
hint right on the borbenefit to Albuquerque.
and
Mr. Kldridge t .1,1 J. E. Saint r this der between the United States
CAUGHT IN TEXAS
With levied Kiln he led
city that lie believed tile water struck C.iikhIh.
a"
court and had
was a holy under pressure from the Tullon to
Tollon and the CaAlleghany mountains of the east to him arraigned.
have contended
authorities
Money Orders, a nil Drafts Valllin-the mountains of the Pacific coast. j nadian
that the pr. miner at the time of capued at '.n.oiio Into Small
Connorsvllle, Ind.. Feb. 10. Fran- -' ture w"as a few feit on the. Canadian
Stream.
of the First side.
cis T. poots.
Fniiki- was taken from a train last
National bank, committed suicide to- -,
returning t i the
Waco, Texas. Feb. 10. John A. day by shunting.
He had been in night as be
II"
(Jee. aged 3'). w tio
as arrested at bad health for Mine time. Hoots had! United States from Winnipeg.
Hryan. Texas, Saturday, on the charge serv ed sev eral times as a member of protested in vain that his position as
I Slates governUnite
ngeiit
of
the
of stealing two mail pouches at Tem- the legislature and was Identified a,i
protect him from arment
ple last December, was brought here with a number of business interests.
rest.
to, lay.
Unless the authorl'les at WashingThe First NaNew York, Feb. 10
The two pouches were looted near
Waco and t.'iO.uOO In money orders, tional bank of lirook'yn, which closed ton interfere it is quite likely that he
checks and drafts was thrown Into a October 25. reopened for buslnes to- - v ill go to tile peiilenliary, as be tessmall stream, while all the money 111 day. The deficiency of $165,000 has timony given in the trial today is dethe letters was taken.
been made good by the stoci.h oiders. cide. i'y against him.
liu-er-

.

Cleveland, Feb. 10. Between 6.000
and 6.000 men returned to work at
the Loraine plant of the National
Tube company this morning. Under
normal conditions the plant employs
about 8,000 men, but It has been
closed down entirely for the pa--it two
It is understood that the
months.
present Intention of the company is
to reopen with a full force In a short
time.
Interviews today given out by Borne
of the leading
of
manufacturers
Cleveland and northern Ohio show a
strong optimistic feeling as to business conditions and Indicate thut operations of ail principal manufacturers will be resumed on an extensive
scale within the next few weeks.
A statement from an officer of the
American Steel & Wire company says
that the company is now employing
between 7,000 and t,000 men In the
various plants owned by the company
in this city. A large number of these
men have been on half time atnee the
beginning of the financial depression
but it is probable the entire force of
the company will be at work on full
time shortly.
The plant of the American Steel &
Wire company at fialem, Ohio, resumed full operations this morning,
giving employment to many men who
havs been w'.thout steady employment
.
Tor several weeks.
,
Clklcogo l'uctory Opens
'
Chicago, Feb. .10. The plate, slab
and structural mills of the Illinois
Steel company at South Chicago,
which has been practically shut down
for several weeks, opened today, giving employment to about 2,000 men.
Before the end of the week ,000
more will be put to work.
WEIGHTY

AFFAIRS DEMAND

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
I'nlltM Mine Workers to Meet Again
Within Next 1W Muntltsi.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 10. According to a statement made by John
Mitchell, the United Mine Workers of
America will hold another convention
in this city about
the middle of
March or some time before the 1st of
April.
There has been talk among the
hotel keepers of Indianapolis of making an effort to have the coming
meeting rescind the action of the
meeting just closed In naming St.
Louis as the convention city for 1909.
but little attention la being paid to
such a move.
Officers of the big organization say
they will have much more weighty
affairs to look after, and furthermore
they consider the matter as settled
finally.
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fewr. Colo., Feb. 10. Tonlgnl rafi
and colder. Tuesday fair in soulh.
Situ
in north portion, colder.
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It is alleged that it has been costing the government t't') to do work
which any commercial house would
do for $1.'). Stiilint's is :)T years old
nd was appointed public pi inter in
Ifi'.'i.
In his office he was an autocrat and anyone having bus ness to
transact with him were require,! to
mak- - an appointment a day in advance.
w hich they are situated, subj- i t, however, to ail rights granted by the commissioner of public lands of the territory of New Mexico to cut the t'm-be- r
thereon under either of tin- foregoing sections.
Sec. 4. That all laws or puts of
laws inconsistent with the provision,
hereof are herein- modified to accord
' W illi the provisions of ttii.-- , act.

-

pre-ide-

-

u

i

A lie u ty Albuquerque
reception,
informal but none the less enthusiastic, will be tendered th" ICO members
of the National Association of iiall-ay Agents, who with their ladies,
will arrive in this i ity early this
evening, en route to Eos Angeles,
where they will hold tln-l- r
anoint
convention.
The agents spent th day at Santa
Fe seeing Hie sights. 1'. 1". M el 'an na,
siciet.iry of the Commercial club,
wired them an invitation to spend
tile evening In m and they promptly
accepted.
A reception
will be held at 7:30
o'clock at the Comim-i'i'laclub followed by an Inform. il dime.
The
ij
members of the I'oiiuin reial club
that all attend who can do so
for 'here will be a gmoj tim,. for all.
The commute,, having the recep
tion In i haige, this afternoon,
I
an Invitation to the members of
the J. Pii pout Morgui party, who
are here lu a private car, to af'-nthe reception.
are traveling In
The railway
eight Pullni in cars forming a speciil
The stop at Santa Fe wa
t:am.
l

de-s.i-

i

ugc-ut-

the first snadu this fa'. More time
will be spent in this city than anywhere on the trip.
The agent will arrive here shortly
befor,. 6 o'clock and will remain here
until tomorrow morning.
Tinmembers of the Commercial
club request that every om do. all in
his power to make the visitors feel
at home.
At the reception this evening an
ad lre.-- s of welcome will be made by
Mayor McKee aM,i ;, t s o'clock dancing will begin.

'

Over half of tin. uuints' party U
composed of women and the committee of the Commercial chili r. worsts
that as many A huqin rqiie women as
attend the reception.
Tin) ii gents are a j.diy set hent
i. pon a g.mj time rml n ports from
iilmg t'ne line h.dicatc lli.it they aro
hnvii u.
'I'll y make nnlv
,i.i more stops,
betweiu here a:,l I. o.s Angeles one
;at I.auuna nil o;.,. at the (Irani!
''ii,v..ii. It is to he hoped that Al- hllqllel qtle people W.ll
Si'OVV
thclll
that as an entertainer, no city on the
line can equal this one. Everybody
shou'd attend the reception tonight.

)

J
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GENERAL BELL ROOSEVELT ASKS MICHIGAN, TOO, OUTLINES

t

10.
Chicago, Feb.
Walter Well-mawriting In Detroit for the Chicago Record-Heral- d
on the political situation In Michigan, says thut Taft
has won the support of the state In
his campaign for the republican nomination for the presidency. He says

n,

in

part:

le

t

e.

sug-Keste- d,

V-

Is for
Tart. Of the
delegates from this state
to the national convention at least
twenty will be for the secretary of
war. The remaining eight will be for
him also Indeed, the probabilities
are that they will be. but until the
situation develops a little further they
cannot tie regarded as certain. The
four delegates at large and most of
the district delegates will be Instructed for Taft. An effort Is making to
secure a unanimous delegation, and
unless something goes wrong it is
probable the effort will succeed.
ReuMons fur ITcfcrrhiK Tuft.
of the Taft
"The development
movement In Michigan may b ascribed to two distinct phases of public
The tlrst Is a belief
sentiment:
among business and professional men
that Judge Taft would make a strong
They admire
and steady president.
his character and his services. Many
of them, especially the lawyers- - and
lawyers here as everywhere are leaders In politics have met him and
formed their estimate of him at close
range.
"These are the men who have taken hold and given of their time and
energy to the cause. They are for the
most part men who believe in the
Roosevelt policies, broadly speaking.
But they look upon the president
himself with varying degrees of apin
proval. They are discriminative
their applause, and their praise
often accompanied by qualifying additions. Some would be glad to have
the candidate
himself
Roosevelt
again. Others are bitterly opposed
to any such proposal. Hetween them,
and embracing perhaps the majority
of this class, are those who want the
RoosevoJt work carried on, but want
it carried on in a more quiet way.
Him.
Kecause Roosevelt Is
"The .second subdivision of pu.)lic
sentiment in this stale Is that found
among the masses of the people. It
is Roosevelt Idolatry pure and simple.
It is a feeling that President Roosevelt Is the greatest man the country
lias had hi public life since Lincoln.
"All that the Rev. Mr. Dixon and
other ministers of the gospel are saying about Roosevelt as a John the
Haptist, and all that liurke Cockran
says about him as the only rrusuder
the republican party has. these people
believe implicitly. They are of both
political parties, of all political
They are sincere, enthusiastic,
almost fanatic in their faith in the
man and his works. In their eyes
Roosevelt can do no wrong. He has
hypnotized. They
them completely
love him and hate his enemies. They
was
it
his enemies
believe
who
brought on the panic In New York
purpose
no
for
other
than to hurt
their idol.

"Michigan
t

twenty-eigh-

l

jr.ir-tie-

-

s.

s

Washington, Feb. 10. John Sharp
Williams, leader of the Hou-tminority and senator-elefrom Mississippi. In a speech In the House outlined
his attitude toward the questions of
the day. He made this speech after
consultation with Mr. Hryan and Mr.
Culberson,
the Senate leader, and
said that he spoke for them as woll
as himself. It was evidently intended. In a manner, to be a forecast of
Mr. Kryan'a first message to Congress if he should be elected presi
dent.
Mr. Williams said that If given the
power, the tlrst thing the Democrats
would want to do to prevent panics
woulj be to build up in the treasury
by a tax on banks a redemption or
Insurance fund of about $ "i.OUO.dOO.
h
A tax of
of one per cent,
he thought, would be sufficient. Mr.
Williams served notice that the Dem
ocratic party is going to insist upon
legislation to accomplish the follow
ing objects:
Tile publication of the names and
postofhees of all persons contributing
to campaign funds; five days' notice
to the opposite party before a writ
involving
property
Injunction
of
rights can be sued out; the light of
any one charged with a contempt of
court committed outside the view of
the court to be tried before a neutral
Judge; the election of United Stales
senators by the people; investigatl.in
of the white paper trust; restraint of
of combinations;
amendment of the interstate com
merce act so as to further do away
with destructive methods of crushing
competition.
Iteroini of it- Turin
Further, he said, lie earnestly hoped
the Republicans would not prevent
the enactment of laws to admit free
of duty all ship construction materials; to remove duties from go yds car
ried in American bottoms between the
I'nlted States and its insular possesions; to reconvene the Joint high
commission for the purpose of furthering reciprocity between the I'nlted States and Canada: to put Into operation tile terms of I'resdent
proposed reciprocity between
tills country and France; a minimum
tariff schedule; to admit coal free of
duly; to reduce to 100 per cent any
excessive of thai; to reduce the duties
on hides so as to ut by one-hathe
present profits on certain leather
goods; to reduce the duty on watches
to In per cent; to admit free- of duty
the products of those American nations whose ports admit free our
breadstuffs. other necessities of lif".
tn.ctural materials. I111..I inents, etc.;
to establish the independence of the
Philippines: to create free trade be-- t
.vein the I'l'ltel
i'lil the Phil,
ippines;
said Mr. Williams. "I
hope the Republicans will not be deaf
to the cries of the children of the land
and refuse to pass a bill which has
been Introduced to place diphtheria
n
on the free list."
Alluding to William Jennings Hryan "as our proposed
he
leader."
aligned himself squarely with the
on declared principles and
policies and predicted his election.
"SeiiNitional anil Dangerous"
Mr. Williams prefaced his declara
tion of Democratic principles by a
d'scussion of the president's recent
message. He disagreed
with Mr.
Hepburn's statement tliat the measure met with the approval of the en
Indeed, he
tire American people.
said, "there arc things in it sensational, federullstic and dangerous to
the American republic."
He did not think, he said, that the
Democrats would Indorse that part of
the message which declared it useless
to attempt to punish "the men, the
flesh, the '.icings. " who violate the law
in the name of corporate authority.
Vs t.
the corporations, Mr. Williams
derl.lled they never Would lie proppunished
"until you visit punisher:)
ment upon tlie flesh and lilooil from
wln.se brains and by w hos- acts the
take place."
In this eonneetion he referred to
Paul Morton, former secretary of the
navy, and asked:
"Did he get out of tne Cabinet to
g. to i
of a
after a c .lift
n. Mine ! vl.dati in of these very
n;,'
ct
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but iiiste.ul In- jumped
lucrative position in private
life, "witii u letter of commendation
of tlie 1'iiited
from the president
States."
Grippe is
the country.
Stop it with Preven'.ies, before it gets
I. .'ply
To check early colds
i:h these
little Curdy Cold Cure
Tab!, ts ii surely sensible and s ife.
i s
contain no Quinine,
no
lixaiv. nothing harsh or
Pneiiinon'a would never appear if
nlv el Is were promptly broken.
Also go. id for feverish children. Large
i
box,
2j cents. Ves: pork.-boe.s
cents. Sold by all dealers.
(iiaiiilici-lain't ougli Remedy a
No. lie said,
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"We

Cough
to .my other for our
ay Mr. 1.. J. Woodbury of
.iiiiiL'. Mich.
"It has also donr
:!ie wotk for us in hard colds an
aril we take pleasure in
i
by all drugk It." For
gists.
Rem.
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New fr.mxteo

Capitol and surplus, $.$uf0oo

This Simple Home Made Alix.
tuie Kecommeiiuefl for
INTEREST

Elderly Folks.

i

rimy

This is a simple home recipe now
being made known in all the larger
titles through the newspapers. It Is
Intended to check the many cases of
rheumatism, kidney and bladder trouble which have so many cripples and
Invalids and weaklings of some of our
brightest and strongest people.
The druggists here have been notified to supply themselves with the
Ingredients.
and the sufferer will
have no trouble to obtain them. The
Is
prescription
as follows: Fluid
ounce;
Iandelion. one-haCompound Kargon, one ounce, and
Compound Syrup of Safsaparllla three
ounces. Mix by shaking well In a
bottle. The dose Is one teaspoonful
after each meal and at bedtijne.
Recent experiments, even In severe hospital cases, prove this simple
nrxiure the remedy for rheumatism,
because of Its positive action upon
the elimlnative tissues of the kidneys.
It compels these most vital organs to
filter from the blood and system the
waste impurities and uric acid which
are the cause of rheumat sui. It
stri'igthens
cleanses the kidneys.
them and removes quickly such symptoms us backache, blood disorders,
bladder wenknes-- . frequent u.iiiatioii.
painful, sea id i: and discolored urine.
It acts as a ...erful stimulant to the
entire kidney and bladder structure,
puts new life into them and invigorates the entire tract.
n
All the Ingredients, states a
local druggist, are of vegetable extraction, making it a safe and
harmless prescription at any time.
Those who suffer and are accustomed to purchase a bottle of patent
medicine should not let a little Inconvenience interfere with making this
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Native and Chicago I.uiiiUt.
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BALDRIDCE

C.

WANTS
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Minneapolis. Feb. 10. At a meeting In the interest of the presidential
candidacy of Senator Robert M. I .a
Follete of Wisconsin, hold in this city
at which the principal speaker
was

I.enroot of Superior,
of the Wisconsin general assembly.
W. W. Powell, of Milwaukee, chief
of the IaFolletle publicity bureau,
said that the campaign was started
three weeks ago. more for the purpose of keeping the senator In line
for the nomination lu 112 than In
the expectation of securing his nomination this year. He added, however,
that unless Secretary Taft Is nominated on the first ballot, Senator La
this
Follette may be the nominee
year.
I.

I,.

THE

BANKOF
COMMERCE
OF
X. M.
Every
Depositors
Proper Accommodation
Extends to
and Solicits New Accounts
ALliUQUJ-CRQUK-

CAPITAL. 8ir0.000
OFFICERS A NO DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S.

Unerasing Work Kex-pUa
Strong mid Healthy.
passes
All the blood In the body
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day. When
healthy they remove about BOO grains
of Impure
matter dally, when unhealthy some part of this Impure matter is left In the blood. This brings
on many diseases and symptoms
pain In the back, headache, nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout,
gravel, disorders of the eyesight and
hearing, dizziness, Irregular
heart.
debility, drowsines, dropsy, deposits
In the urine, etc. But If you keep the
filters right you will have no trouble
with your kidneys.
J. W. Wtir. living at 718 Eleventh
street, Albuquerque, N. M., says: "I
had trouble off and on with my back
for a long time. For two years I
could not straighten after stooping
without help. As long as I would remain in an erect position I experienced no difllculty of any kind but the
least strain or tension brought on to
the muscles of the loins, caused me to
suffer severely. I tried different rem
edies, but no relief of any kind wat
obtained until about two years ago I
chanced to learn of Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured a box and began using
them. The result was a complete and
permanent cure and on vhlch has
been permanent up to the present
time. I feel more than Justified In
vouching for the value of Doan's Kidney Pills nnd on unnumerable occa-'on- s
1
have strongly advised their
.se to those suffering with backache
or kidney trouble."
For sale by all dealers Price 60c
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Ruffalo, N. Y.,
soie agents for the I'nlted States.
Remember the name Doan's ana
take no other.
15

STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. ISaldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.

WHAT TIIK KIDNEYS DO.
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SUCCESS
TIIEY

$.Y NOTHING JFCCEFO

I.I UK IITCKH

I $l'PPO$E THI$ IS TRUE.
HIT IN OHDF.lt TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITO WHICH TO t'C.
CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THINGS.

ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS. AND AN.
OTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH DRAINS IN SETS, DUT A PERUSAL OF
OI H COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
IN
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
THE

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO

A LONG WAY TO-

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

iiiimiiiiiiiiiiMtiiii

lllin

A GOOD IROAB
;The road to a bank

is

usually the road to prosperity

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition tohelpitscustomers, and many a man is ylad that he has taken the road.
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Ta'.e of the Kangaroo." "I l.ov- - Ym
It puis llu Itiisinesv.
11seas. n. ai:
old r.n
Dear, and (inly You," "Cupid D n
Mr. K K. Chamberlain, of Clinton,
"Good-bye- .
Amst.-rd.-New
m." Keep Not Marry." "Modern Gladiator." and Maine,
soys of Kucklcn's Arnici
Cool," "W 're ( iviiizei Now," "The "Haven't Discovered Him Yet." will
Salve.
"It does the buslneis; I have
Dutch
"1 Drink From My nu.iin be heard as well as several enit for piles and It cured tin in.
Heart to You," "We Always Work tirely new and original interpolated used
Applied It to an old sore and ir
the Public," "Little Soubret te." ' Dear iium.iers, including one entitled "How
healed It without leaving a mar beOld College Days," "Rainy Daisies." Many Have You Told That To?"
hind." 2r,o. at All Dealers.
'
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THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK
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HERE

BRYAN
Con-gres-

Washingon. I. C, Feb 10. At a
conference in the White House Presithe
dent Hoosevelt strongly urged
Ienioerats n the House naval committee to support his program for a
larger navy. .Mr. Roost-velsaid that
the position of the United States as a
world power rendered the strengthenAling of the navy
a necessity.
though the president did not speak
of war, he referred to the Japanese
situation iiml to a possibility that International complications might develop in the future.
He appealed to
the- Democrats, not as politicians, but
as patriots, to vide for appropriations
for more warships. The Democrats
tets.
h.is exhibited great at the conference were: Hobson ot
The presidr-nAlabama,
Lam ir of Missouri, Talbot
furiosity as to the Muldoon .ytein "f
fitting fat statesmen for the Washing- of Maryland, and Padgett of Tennis-seton dinner season since Secretary
President Hoosevelt sought the aid
Root and General rtell have sucees-Mvd- y
taken the course at White of the Democrats because some of
Plains. Secretary Hoot, to be sure. the ' Republicans are openly opposing
Is not fat. He was suffering from too his naval program. He is very much
much Monroe doctrine anil nervous In earnest In pressing it. He said
agitation over the open door In China that the enlargement of the n ivy was
the upwhen he surrendered himself to the of Democratic origin, a
In
hands of a professor. Hut General building of the modern navy
Hell Is fat. or was until he returned the administration of President CleveWhitney was
The president land when William
from White Plains.
did not pay much heed to Secretary secre'ary of the navy. He spoke en
Root' account of strenuous days at thusiastically of President Cleveland
Wuldoon's because Hoot Is not ath- and Secretary Whitney. Hut for their
letic. He even avoids golf. Hut when course in maintaining the position of
the crack horseman of the United the United States in the Venezuelan
States cavalry returned to confirm the affair In 1M.". he said, the Monroe
doctrine might now be a ilea I letter;
Hoot utory. President Roosevelt
rather skeptically, that he a foreign Hag would have been plantwould like to try thW stiff athletic ed on American soil and the I'nlted
proposition of Muldoon's.
States might have been prevented
comRell
Accordingly General
from becoming (lie world power it
manded the expedition which set out now is.
The policy adopted by ti Demoacross country yesterday. The horsemanship test set for the army officers cratic president, Mr. Roosevelt Insistwas five miles at a walk, five miles at ed, should be maintained.
It is ben trot and five miles at a gallop. The lieved that the Democrats on
the
Muldoon test Is entirely on foot and naval committee will support
the
Representative Hobson is
It Is eight miles at a walk and seven president.
at a trot. The going was heavy yes- a strong advocate of a stronger navy
terday for the weather has been bnd. and the others are also inclined to
General Holt went over the course the belief that more ships should be
easily. President Hoosevelt went over built. The president wants approphips
the course, but not easily. The ques- riations for four new battle
tion f what President Roosevelt is from this Congress.
to do after March 4, 1909. has been
FEE'S DELICIOUS HOT CHOCOpartly answered as a result of this
test under the direction of General LATE. WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Hell. Before he hunts timers in India
Hank FimiIIsIiiicxm.
or lions In the African Jungles, or occupies a house in London, the presi
"When attacked by a cough or a
dent undoubtedly will go to Mul- cold, or when your throat is sore,
doon's until he can walk eight mites it is rank foolishness to take any
and then run seven on top of that. other medicine than Dr. King's
He has no intention of giving up on a
says C. O. Kldrldge of
simple little thing like this. Hut un Kmpire, Ga. "I have used New Distil he has Muldoon himself to teach covery seven years and I know It Is
Mm how the president will avoid fol- the best remedy on earth for rough
lowing the treatment with General and colds, croup, and all throat and
Hell.
lung troubles. My children are subOf course It would have been In- ject to croup, but New Discovery
subordination or worse for General quickly cures every a' tack." Known
Hell to have stiffened the Muldoon the world over ns the King of throat
test for the benefit of his superior of- and lung remedies.
Sold under
ficer. Consequently no one has dared guarantee at All Dealers. ,r0c. and
to .suggest that he did. Hut the boy $1.00. Trial bottle free.
subalterns at the Army and Navy
club are all wenrlng broad grins. The
ROOMS FOR RENT.
fit officers, who bounced about In Nicely furnished rooms with use
the saddle for the tlf'.een required of bath, s'eam heat and all convenmiles last fall, are wearing grins that iences.
No Invalids. Hotel Cra'.ge.
are broader still.
Silver avenue.
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TO!

BLESSING

BUIY PEOPLE

Delegates, Sharpe Williams Tells
In a Stiff Test the Army Man Tells Southern Members of Of Twenty-Eigh- t
House to Assist In Securing
Twenty Are for Him and
What Democracy
Was Victorious and Officers
In
Navy,
Improvements
Will Stand For.
Others May Line L!r.
Refer to Riding Order.
Washington. I" C Feb. 10. The
rejrular army is revenged. Last fall
its officer? hail to take the
Roosevelt hcrcemanship test. General
J. Franklin Hell, chief of the general
ntaff. yexterdiiy beguiled the president
to take a "Mike Muldoon"
tent on foot. Hoth the president and
lenepal Hell were guests after their
"hike" at a dinner given by Postmaster General Meyer. Hell was tit as
could be. The president was ready
for his dinner, but he admitted that
ie had lost all appetite for walking
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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bor organization thought of Secretary
Taffs suggestion that notice should
be given to both sides before the application for Injunction wm passed
upon. Mr. C.ompers' attorney upset
all the reactionary calculations when
he slowly said:
SatisfiH-torlo
"Tift a Imlls the abuses and I must
sav that his attitude Is more satisfac
tory than that of a great many public

TAFT TO MAKE

IMPORTANT

p"

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

10. 100H.

r.r.t,

SPEECHES

lluo

ll

O

K1C:1K

WltllOllt

l'C-

Opening Gun of Secretary's
Campaign to l3o Fired at
Kansas City Tonight.
f

"I iigurethat an advertisement

J

W

Washiimton. D. C, Feb.
re !ary Taf: wiil meet in Kansas City
Februaiy I", republican iiollticians
from M ssourl. K insas and Oklahoma, who have intimt'el that they
will take advant ige of this oppor-tuni- u
t
Secreto confer with him.
speeches, wl'h
tary Taft's western
WV4
the exception of one in Chicago, will
be male in states already commitHe will speak
ted to his candidacy.
in Kansas City February 10, in Chicago February 11. in tlrand Kapids
February 1, and the same date in
c;
1(
I
etroit.
This lour will enable the secretary to complete the presentation of
his views upon iiiestions which will
be uppermost for disciissio,, during
his administration.
I.K.Mi HXR'H DIAMOXIl SHOP. WHEN THE l'HOTMfl It APH WAS TAK-A Tour by Knox, Too.
X THK SHOP HAD PKKX T"KX TO P1KOKS
BY AGENTS OF THE
DIAMOND TliPST IX AN KKFOUT TO DlS'OVKU THK SKCHKT.
While the secretary or war Is prenminc, who,
Several times I.emoine has demon-utrate- d senting his views to western audiP:nlJi, Frb. 10 Henri
w0999
his ability to make diamonds ences. Senator Knox will also speak
rlainin to have dlscovcrerl the Iomk
In
western cities.
exhibitions to
fnusht iree..t 'f inaklii(? illamonils. and at the numerous
The Pennsylvania senator will dis
THE CUB'S CORNER
which prominent people were Invited
Is In jail as a result of liis illscov'ry,
decuss
at Kalamazoo. .Mien., fenruary
he never failed to produce the
he claims. He U thare.l with
Com
Highways
of
11.
"Artltlcial
Sir Juliu Wernher, a rep- sired results by mixing several powmerce, and on the pillowing nlgnt
resentative of the De Peers .liam.mil ders and burnlnit them In a crucible.Is he
speak at a banquet In Pitts
will
Don't be a "sold er," but boost for
trust, out f $3ih,ih0, and Sir Julius The compositi.m of the powders
say
unknown and I.emoine says he will burg on the "Xatural Highways of the armory.
claims he In a fraud.
is
Senator
Commerce."
said that
It
he can make diamonds when he is never divulge h until his price has
The board of health has evidently
He is now trying to In- Knox, in his Kalamazoo speech, will
paid the $25.00(I.Onu which he says been paid.
to the course concluded that epidemics are not alas
express
to
views
his
permit him
.i
the diamond trust was to pay him duce the courts
which should be pursued in regard ways of a physical nature.
leave Jail and continue his work.
for the formula.
to interstate commerce legislation.
old hens are reported missing
Senator Knox and his supporters in SevenHighlands.
Curb your enthuthe
con
to
a
finding
task
it
difficult
ire
number of siasm. They were buff cochins.
vince any considerable
favorite
voters that Pennsylvania's
of the week:
A few headlines
scoi represents even in part the ad
Fighting
In the Madhouse;
Thaw
quespublic
on
view
ministration's
Hob F.vans in the Paeille; Kuet In
canpresidential
Knox
The
tions.
Foraker ill the Soup; 'The Big
didacy is on a different basis from Jail;
the Senate; and A lliuquerque
Apparently it Is being Inlick inUmellght.
anv other.
the
prosecuted In the hope that Taft
cannot be nominated and that In the
A
New York humorist was swin
event of a deadlock the Taft strength dled the other day by signing a
will come to Knox. Fairbanks, Canpromissory note which turned out to
non. Hughes and
LaFolb tte have be a promise never to write a poem
been forced to do the anli-Taon sluing, a Joke on mother-in-larighting because the Knox plan of
He Is
a paragraph on weather.
campaign prevents him from oppos- now writing Jones Mr patent medi
ing either the reactionaries or the cine ails.
progressives.
It IX IK WITH THANKS.
Siilisfuelory to the lieaetloniiries.
It is known that the nomination of When you get your morning mall,
Though you have letters by the
Senator Knox would be thoroughly
peck,
satisfactory to the reactionaries in- tluence in the party, but as yet no Somehow the most welcome of all find
Begins,
"Dear Sir: Knclosed
indication has come that the Koose-ve- lt
check "
supporters would be inclined to
him in preference to any favorite
;MI OI.II DAYS."
sons. While Senator Knox has been Don't"THK
you long for the good old days.
active in exploiting himself, Penn For the carefree days
of yore,
sylvania politicians have been active
When commercial strife,
In developing In that state a second
And the strenuous life,
choice sentiment for Taft. The sit- Weren't
such an awful bore?
uation is not unlike that in Indiana
In Crumpacker's
district, where the There were no furnaces to feed,
delegates are Instructed for Fair- Nor coal bills then to pay,
banks, but second choice for Taft.
No water pipes,
Ireorge
One of the delegates Is
electric lights,
Ade. the humorist, and it Is insisted To Nor
bring your soul dismay.
by those- here who know him that
his real choice is Taft. However, he To start your kitchen fire those days,
will vote for Fairbanks so long as You took some shavings fine,
keeps his
the Indiana delegation
And whacked a flint,
If
name before
the convention.
O'er a bit of lint.
Fairbanks drops out Ade and several While
chilblains roamed your spine
others In the Indiana delgatlon will
be for Taft.
were no noisome telephones,
borders There slumbering
The Crumpacker district
hours to mock,
on Illinois and part of South Chi- Your
If babe was sick,
cago Is in it. It has become appar
'Twasi a simple trick,
ent that it will be impossible for
any of the states which have favorite To chase a mile for Doc.
(governor UiiitlieK of Xew Vnrk. ulni4 laU iinnoiiint'iiiciii luuulicaps
son candidate
to send delegations
the joys we miss in this fast age
tilm in Uio pn'slilfiiiiul iiik'. Tlif uow-i-no- r
Is making a tmh1
in
which can be thrown in their en oh,
were ours in the long ago
llio
w
l"lli ir New
rk an(l
pndmlily
to remain
tirety to a reactionary candidate That
When all wife's folks
there anoUior term.
when the favorite son drops out. In
Came every year,
dlan.i was supposed to be under And
stayed a month or so.
by its presl
more
complete
control
ocy has pledged itself to contribute
or
New
than
York
dentlal
candidate
WILL EXCAVATE IN
$500 to carry on the work of making Pennsylvania or Illinois.
Heavy, impure blood makes a mud
Had Taft
the Investigations, which will bo un- - permitted the same kind of a fight dy. pimply complexion, headaches
nausea, indigestion. Thin blood make
iter the personal supervision
Pro- PAJARiTO PARK fessor Hewett, who has already ofdelved to be made against any of the favor
Hurdock Blood
sons that the reactionaries have you weak, pale, sickly.blood
ite
rich, red
into the mysteries ot Pajarito park, made against him In Ohio, It Is ap Hitters makes the
This tract is a veritable wonderland parent that he could have divided pure restores perfect health.
An liacoloo
at Santa l o Do with its prehistoric cavate houses hol every delegation presenting a can- n Kxti'iisivc Wiirk.
rliles
The best remedy known toilay for
lowed out in the tufa lined canons, its c.ldate.
a!i stomach troubles is Kodol. which
ancient cliff dwellings crumbling into
Again.
Tlu Koosotcdt Story
Is guaranteed
to give prompt relief.
stone tents,
Santa Fe, Feb. 10. With a view of decay. Its sentinel-lik- e
While the candidacy of Mr. Taft It Is a natural d gestant: It digests
gaining a more definite knowlcdne of Its weird piclMgraphs and other evi
tile hab.ts and customs of the ancient dences of an earlier civilization, which has been conducted In ihe most hon what you eat. It Is pleasant to lake,
people who inhabited this part of make it a source of pleasure to the orable fashion toward all of his oppo Sold by J. H. O'Kielly Co.
x
If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
tourist and a place of nents, the methods employed against
the country uncounted centuries beinterest to the student of him have been in some instances nust of this repulsive disease. Ask Dr
fore i'hr;siopher I'oiunibus set sail
disreputable. Once more the story Is Snoop of Kaclne. Wis. to mail you
on his voyage of discovery, scientific, ancient history.
in animated circulation that President free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop's
excavations on a larger scale than
a scientific preparation of Koosevelt will he nominated for
Ko
lol
is
a Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single
heretofore attempted are to be made
a. i Is whh natural digest-irit- s
third term without his consent. test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
In Pajarito park, which lies a short veit. table
same
and
contains
the
Kverywhere one goes about the capi- truth well worth your knowing. Write
dbuance from Santa Fe. This deci- found In a healthy stomach, Juices
tal the suggestion is made, and every today. Don't suffer longer. All dual
sion was readied Friday niht at an dose will digest more than Each
3.000
newspaper correspondent found In his ers.
informal reception which was ten- grains of good food. Sold by
J. II. mall an editorial
from a widely
dered to Professor Kdsrar L. Hewett. O Kielly Co.
Syrup
Kennedy's Laxative Cough
known publisher reviewing the politidirector of the American Institute of
cal situation and asserting that Itoose. lets gently but promptly on the bowArchaeology, at the residence of
you
Relooklrg
Are
tor imniftninT
els. It stops the cough by soothing
Judj?e and Mrs. John
velt's nomination Is inevitable.
SIcFie. corthe want columns of The
Tile purpose of the renewed third the throat and lung irrit I'lon. Sol
ner of Manhattan avenue an i fialUtco member
Evening t'lti.en are for your especial term
speculation U apparent. I'nless by J. II. O'Kielly Co.
street.
benefit.
It talks to the people and something
can be done in states
The Santa Fe Society .if Archaeil- - ire.-- talk to you
where the Koosevelt sentiment dominates to prevent Instructions for Taft 000K5eOeOeGe04K4K4KjX
I the joy of the household, for without
his nomination on the first ballot Is
it no happiness can he complete. How almost certain, and his nomination
fWftt the picture !' mother and O.the! not later than the second ballot abassured.
commend the solutely
Antrels timilo at :
It is to once more get toe rumor
thoughts and aspiration of the mother spread
throughout the country that
bending over thecradle. The ordeal through the president cannot refu.-- e a nomination if the convention .stampedes and
which the expectant mother must pass, however, is so full of danger and suiTering that she thus prevent enthusiastic supporters
from committing themselves Irrevolooks forward to the hour when she shall feel cably
to Tift that willing newspapers
and
fear.
dread
with
of
motherhood
indescribable
rill
t
the exauisite
to spread the third term
are
n
propaganda.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of
An effort by Kittlelleid of Maine,
be entiitiy avoided by theme of Mothsr's Friend, u scientific
presumably
who
is hostile to Taft.
all
pliable
which
renders
toughens
and
liniment for external ue only,
because Taft helped to elect him
nature in
the parts, and assi-dwhen he was in grave danger of defeat, to ensnarl the secretary of war
its sublime whir. By its aul
"si r
in a labor war has reacted in a most
H
1
thousands of women have
unexpected way. The Pearre
passed this jjre.it crisis in per
bill was up for considerafect safety and without pain.
tion by the judiciary committee of the
house,, and both President flompers
Sold at ft oo per bottle by druggists. Our boolt
ami his attorney, K. C. Snelling, were
of priceless value to all women tent free. Address
Mr. I.ittlefield wanted
in attendance.
BHAOFICLO HfWLATOn OO., Atlanta. Om
0Of0K)KfK)400Kj0K)4t043
to know whit the attorney of the la
1".-S-
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placed in an
evening paper will be read u Ica&t four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."

-

serve or ambiguity and manifests a,
to find a remedy, t have
disposition
.
.
Vita
I,
I.
II IV
HO IIOlll'l llOU If
ii'"
duty to study the various phases of
recommend
the question he would
mrh remedies as would meet the re'
quirements."
Not only do the labor leaders who
have given intelligent study I i the
labor questions understand that Secretary Tat:, like President Koosevelt,
recognizes that the principle of the
square deal alone can solve the con
troversies between labor and capital,
but recently they have come to know
th.it the secretary of war has an acute
sympathy for all who are struggling
d
against tremendous odds for
Justice.
The effort being made In New York
to arouse the negroej against Secretary Taft Is perhaps the most repreTaft
hensible thing yet attempted.
has conceded New York to Hughes
and will not endeavor to take any of
delegates from the
the seventy-eigh- t
F.mpire state. And yet old machine
leaders in that state are organizing
mass meetings of negroes with a view
protesting against Taft's nomina
tion.
plan,
It is nn open reactionary
aimed not so much at the nomination, but at the election.
iMii-nnr-
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These are the sentiments of one of
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Albu-

querque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.

ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

x
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-
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'
A Cure for .Misery.
'I have found a cure for the nils- erv milaria poison prouuees.
kd
It. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
called Electric Bitters, and comes in
DO cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack In almost
no time; and it puts yenow jaunuice
clean out of commission." This great
tonic medicine and bloou puruier
gives quick relief in all ptomach, liver and kidney complaints and the
misery of lame back. Sold under
guarantee at All Dealers.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Keep your feet warm and dry and
eolds will lose their terrors for you.
You can do this at a very small outlay of money by buying a pair of our
neat looking rubber shoes. All sizes
for men, women and children. Prices
range from BOc to 85c. C. May's shoe
atore, 314 West Central avenue.
most pronounced of the reactionary
leaders.

J. D. Eakin, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Successor to
EAKIN, and DACIICIII & GIOMI
WMOLKBALK OKA.LKRB IN

SI ELI XI &

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
trarytblnu In nook to outfit
lop
atoMt fastidious
eomploto

Wm

bar

DAILY
TRAIN SERVICE

r

i

J Albuquerque

Foundry and

Amarillo
Ro swell
Carlsbad

COAL

and all points In
Pecos Valley

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CKRKILIiOS LUMP.

points In the Valley reached
one day. Trains leave
7:05 a. m. dally, arriving at Amarillo 10:4."i p. m. Itos-we- ll
W:45 p. in. Carlsbad 1 a. m.
Iti turning leave Carlsbad 4 a. m.,
Kiswell 7 a. m. Amarillo 8:30 a.
in. Arriving Albuquerque 10:45 p.
in. Call at ticket ofuee for full
particulars.

ANTHRACITE

All

Albu-(iieni-

ue

Furnace,
Mixed.

Nut.
CLEAN

T. E. PURDY, Agent
i

OOK)eOOeX5OOeX0ey

ok a

H K ft &

Pioneer Bakery,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

United States
Depository

ii:m;htiti. supper

Try some rolls or our baking. Delicious? Well, hundreds of people In
town not only think so but know so.
Our rolls of several klnda to please
lljht, crisp
d.iferent people are
and ti ty. Suppose you give us ap
order fur so many a day for a trial
week.

207 South First St.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

s

I

M.

mo9omooKMOoKmooMjoKmrmCr$KM

First National
Bank

child-birth'ca-

Works

Ropalro on Mining and mill Moomlnory o Apoolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N.

s!Bht-eciii-

.

Machine

m. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Burs, Babbit Metal;
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Building's.

ft.

TO

in

tho

Have Uvn appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jon. 8.
Schliti. Win. l.eni) and St. Louis A. I). C. Breweries; Yelleatone,
.irceti Klvrr, V. II. Sic llrayer's Alar Brook, Ijoiils Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARK XOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight artl :o a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
Lint. Issued to dealers only.

88

DL-til-

t

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Hael
DeWllt'si Carbnlljied Witch
Salve is especially good for piles. Sold
by J. H. O'Kielly Co.

j

in

Alboqtferqoe, New Mexico

Capital and
Surplus

$250,000

040KK)404K)4K)0K)C000

kinds of

I re-.anil Salt Me
sieiini SauH"e I iii lorv.
i:uii hi.
Masonic Building, North Third Str

All

li

h:wokt

Subscribe for Tlio rwxeD unu gel
the news.

iAS COKE.

BMITHIMJ COAL.
NATIVE KINDUNO.
FOR CASH ONLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

1.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
Y
MILLINER
STYLES

Uf.rO- - DATE
AT COST

PRICES

Ladles' Tailoring ana
Dressmaking

MISS CRANE

OHM. Haoond Phono 044
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY. SALE,
Horses and Mules

IilT
Second

FEK1

AXD

M lll S.
Bought and

TUL'HXOl'TS IN THE CIT.
Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

ff

tick

ALBUQUERQUE

roxm

EVENING

CITIZEN.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
PUBLISHED DAILY
By the Citizen Publishing Company
W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

scnsciurnox
One yeau by mall In advance
One month by mnll
One month by carrier within city limit

$5.00
50
60

Knterol km npcond-clmatter at the Powtoffloe of Albuquerque, N.
Mde Act of Oimuctcws of March S, 187.
Thn only Mutrtrl dally newspaor In New Meilco and the be

M.,

n

ad-

vertising medium of tlie Southwest.

THE AliBVQrKKQfE nTTZEN IS:

The leading Hepnhllcan (billy and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Itcpuhllcnn principles and tlie "Square Deal."

THE AUlVQCETtQlE CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest equipped Job department
The latent report

In

Pro

by Associated

F. H. STRONG
STRONG

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico healtn, recreation.
sport or observation ynu will like The Valley Kanch, at Pecos, N. M. Every
AND WEEKLY
body does, iinil the reasons is obvious.
There you find typical ranch lire
you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
privations cut on.
the
There
with
of Albuquerque, New Mexico. shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, ami no one will bother you.
They
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
Most picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, ami all at your disposal.
roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
WILLIAM F. BROGAN beautiful
cabins or houses, line board and last and best of all, a jolly good crowd
MANAGING EDITOR
ladies anil gentlemen.
AMI YOi: t'AVT M'I'AII MOKE THAN NINE DOI.LAKS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, I'ecos, N. M.
hates

New Mexico.
and Auxiliary Xo

Service.

BLOCK

FURNITURE,
ANY
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3000000000000
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REPAIRS
FINE NEW STOCK

Helen

Sp0t Cash

F. 5.

3

Hopping

Farming

321 SOUTH SECOND

Mctl-afTey-

"WE GET THE NEWS FIKST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

j)300

SALE OR R8NT

to the 11. of
L. 10. will give a dance on March 17,
1K08, at Elks' hall.
Regular meetAttention, Nobles!
ing of Ifaillut Aliyad temple, A. A. .,
N. M. S.. this evening at N o'clock.
Regular meeting of Woodmen circle
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock, in Odd Fellows' hall.
of the MclJafTey-Horalii- n
A. II.
company, has returned from
a business trip to Hot; well over the

ladles of the

Acorn Range

le

In otff stock

Bicycles

ABOUT TOWN

RUGS

Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

cut-of-

test of the LIVING IS CHEAP OH
Twentieth Century grader before
DEALERS: We especially desire to call your attention to our large line of
ti'i ei Unly commi-ssi.tiers at old town
a: 1' o'clock tomorrow morning.
Disc
THE SANTA FE
Preeees,
Mrs. J. h. Doland and daughter.
CALL roil MELTING OF THE TEK1UTOIUAL KEri'HLICAN CKNTKAt Mrs. II. Sackett. of Hatlle Creek,
on
the winter In
Mich., are spending
tO.M.MITTEE.
CUT-O- FF
A meeting of the members ot the Uepubllcan Territorial Centrnl
for Alfalfa
9
town at 001 North First street.
9 Committee of the Territory of New Mexico, Is hereby called, to be
Nathan Rarth. tin- sheep raiser, is
having.
9 held at the Commercial club at Albuquerque at 10 o'clock a. m., on
In the city from St. John's, Ariz., op
for
line 01
V the ISth day of February, A. D. 1908, for the purpose 0f designating
a visit to his run, Sidney Rarth, of
9 the time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which
the Slate National bank.
New Country Is Being Settled
convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to repW. P. Johnson, president of the
Prices the Lowest
Quality the Best
T
resent the territory of New Mexico at the next national republican
Up With Farmers From
American Lumber company, who has
9 convention, which has been called to meet at Chicago during the
busibeen in the east on an extended
Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.
month of June next tor the purpose of naming a candidate for presiAgricultural States
Albuquerque.
ness trip, returned to
dent and for vice president of the United States; and eald meeting of
today on the flyer.
the territorial central committee Is called for the purpose, also, of
Wallace llesselden has been award7
transacting such other business as may be properly brought up at said
C. K. Mead, formerly proprietor of
ed a contract by Abe Herta for the
ar meeting.
The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
eiiiiion of two brick bouses on North tin- Railroad Pharmacy of Sin Marm
each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at said
T l r,i strcc-- t on property owned by tial, arrived in the city this morning
9 meeting.
Wholesale and Retail
Mr Rertu. Work will be started at after a pilgrimage oxer the Santa Fe
A full attendance and every member of the committee is request9
.Mr.
recently
sold
once.
his
Mead
9 ed to be present. Proxies will be recognized when held by persons
Regular meeting of Mineral lodge business at Sin Marcial iind was In
9 residing In the same county wherein the member giving such proxy
No. 4, Knights of i'ythlas, at their the newly opened up country with
9 resides.
Work in third a view of locating. He says he becastle hall tonight.
II. O. Ill'RSUM,
9
rank, social session and lunch. All lieves that (iovis Is the coming town
Chairman.
TELEGRAPHIC
9
MARKETS
GIVE US A CHANCE
Knights are requested to be present. and that if wheat and other grain
C. V. SAFFOKD. Secretary.
9
Irrigabe
can
without
raised
there
J. K. Elder, K. R. S.
t
tion, the place will become a large
Mr. Howard M. Crookes, who for city some
To figure on that bill of lumber.
SI. Louis spelter Market.
day. The people settling
the past month has been running a up the country are
I,ou:.s.
in. Spelter $4. mi.
Our
lumber comes from our own
largely
farmers
small fruit and candy store on South from Kansas. Missouri and the cenmills located In the best body of
under the name of the
street
SeconJ
New York Money Market.
timber In New Mexico.
Ry an important decision Just rendered by the Interstate
Commerce Lyle fruit store, finding himself em- tral agricultural states, (iovis has a
.Money
X w York. Feb.
In.
on
t.SOO.
The barrassed, turned over his stock of popul ition
The
of about
A large stock
commission, the railroads may aid conventions by financial donations.
of dry spruce
prime
on hand. "Why not buy
decision was rendered in connection with the Denver Convention league, which goods and the fixtures to Mr. 1. A. Santa Fe is making large Improve-- : tall s'eailt. paperdt - per cent;
dimension
mercantile
ii''itfi per
asked for contributions from all the railroads entering that c;ty.
the best when it Is Just & cheap?
liittner, who will dispose of the same mi nts there. There are numerous
The railroads demurred on the grounds that they could not do so with- and divide the proceeds pro rata hotels 111 the place and . the cheapness
It will pay you to look Into thla.
bh-Ingood
I.onis
Wool
Very
living
SI.
Market.
of
is
rka
however,
commission,
breaking
commerce
law.
The
reina
interstate
the
out
Mr. Crookes
among the creditors.
St. I.ouis. Feb. In. Wool steady;
formed the railroads that such contributions would not tie contrary to law. health has been very bad and he meals are to be bad for 2". cents .Hid
mediums J (it
Since the-- big Irrigation congress to be held In Albuquerque
fa" wl" found the confinement in the store beds, which one Used to traveling In 'ferritin v and w estern
RIO GRANDE LUMBbH CO.
be of greiit financial benefit to the Santa Fe railway, and to r.ther railroads was using up his strength so rapidly the southwest expects to pay $1 for. Jl!c; tine mediums 1 iii joe; fine 1 5 'v
17
c.
2".
cost
Eggs
but
are
now
worth
they
to
cents.
financially
may
expected
atthat
southwest,
they
assist
be
In the
Phone 8. Cor. 3rd and Marquette
that he was unable to give the
can do so and not be subject to fine for so doing.
tention to the business that was nec- 12'ii cents a dozen and other edibles
Xr
Metal
York
Market.
was
equally
are
cheap.
as
Mr.
by
commission.
Commerce
Mead
speaking
of the decision
the Interstate
In
essary. The creditors are all local
1".
Xew York. Feb.
s.
Lead dull
Republican of yesterday nays:
concerns except two Denver houses. accompanied on the trip by X. H.
r
lake coppi r easy, 18
league
may
to
without
watch Inspector on the Kio J;!.i rn
fund
"Railroads
subscribe
the
Convention
The asset.? are valued at $ 0 and the
m omcmoe3mcmcmcmcy9cmom6C)ivya
'ti 3 . ; silver 6
rmcmcmcmomomcmomcmomomoao
liability of government complaint, according to a telegram received yester- liabilities foot up '$200. The amount Crande division of the Santa Fe.
At the .Metal Kxchang,. today all
day by C. W. Franklin from C. A. Prouty of the Interstate Commerce com- Involved was too small to warrant
of copper reduced '4 cent per
Owing to the enormous benefit received by the railroads through an assignment or bankruptcy promission.
pound in bit and 'i cent lu asked
Denver's securing the Democratic convention, the local committee thought ceedings and Mr. Rittner very gener- SECOND STREET SEWER
price.
it only just that the different roads entering Denver should make subscripously agreed to close up the business
tions, as well as Denver merchants. The question whs then raised as to without any charge for his services.
Chicago Produce .Market.
whether such action could bo taken under interstate laws, and In order to
HARD TO MEND
;
July 92H.
ii
Wheat May !
preserve
telephone
The telephone makes the
The
reach a decision before taking any steps in the matter. the Convention
July
t'orn .May li S 'i ' a to
league communicated with Commissioner Prouty.
ENGLISH SOCIALISTS
your
cares
your life
lighter,
prolongs
less
health,
duties
tha
4.
"Committees are now at work securing the $25,0(10 necessary for deco4 4 V.
I hits
:
f'i
Meet
July
I'.lforls
Heroic
May
of
Workmen
your
protects
'i
worries
fewer.
home.
and
the
and
Illumination,
publicity and reception.
This is entirely epnriitC
rations.
y
I'ork-MaSI reel
J 11. nr.; July $12.25V4.
With Utile Success
GROW IN STRENGTH
from the $100,000 fund, all of which goes to the Democratic rational comCluing In.
July
May
$7.47 ' ',i 7. all;
Lard
Denver must uphold Its reputation as "the- city of lights" as never
mittee.
7.6."..
TOU NEED A TELEPHONE IN TOUR HOME.
before, and hundreds of additional lights will do their part In Impressing
$7
Ribs May' $ tt r 0 'n 6.5:
Two more days and nights nave
upon esstern visitor the advantages and beauties of this city as a place for IjisI Country In tlie World Wln'rc
passed and still a large electric motor
Although the1 auditorium Is a city building. It will not be
conventions.
New York Slocks.
Pally (ialns Foothold Faces
and a centrifugal pump continue to Atchison
decorated for the convention from city funds, as the $25,000 subscribed from
674
Change.
Political
pull
in
the
out
the
break
water
of
that source Is included in the 1100,000 for the national committee,"
Preferred
block
on
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a
Second
half
sewer
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London, Feb. 10. In the past two south of the postofflee at the rate of Xew York Central
. . . 1 1 0 V4
of
Pennsylvania
weeks the whole political line-u- p
it
minute,
shoot
l.nlMI
gallons
a
and
67 V2
English parties has radically changed. into a large flume, the other end of Southern Pacillc
113Vi
The iirltish Labor party, which has which Is placed in the Third street I'liion Pacific
82
Preferred
The British woman fuffraeets deserve the admiration of the civilized more than forty members in parlia- sewer, a block away.
47 7
Amalgamated (.'upper
They are courageously braving all the terrors that stubborn and ment, held a convention at Hull.
nations.
Door to Post-Offic- e
worked
men
large
have
of
A
force
. .
27 '
S. S
l
hypocritical politicians, brutal police and unsympathetic citizens may impose. After considerable debate the followsewer
unearthing
day
night
the
and
xHs
They have been ejected from Parliament, many were Imprisoned and some ing resolution Wan passed:
Preferred
and building one manhole which fell
It has remained for
have been ostracised by their particular social sets.
"That, In the opinion of this con- in. The sewer Is twelve feet under-gioun- d
t'llitltgll l.lCfIIK-kMiss Pankhurst, the first wonvan graduate in law In England, to demonstrate ference, the time has arrived when
and is reached with the greatChicago. Feb. ill. Cattle receipts,
The "antls," driven to desperathe absolute fearlessness of the suffrage's.
the Labor party should have as a est difficulty on account of the Inflow 31.IKIII.
Market lu to 15c lower. Reevpopularity of the suffrage movement, con- definite object the socialization of the
We have something good in Shoes to
tion to block the
sewage and surface water. It was es $3.65 tl 6.00; cows and heifers $3.50
They scattered a box full of mice noon the plat- means of production, distribution and of
cocted a cowardly plot.
two
nlgllt
show you. Shoe Prices: Ladies' $2 50
that
discovered
Joints
last
westerns
i 4.50; calves $5. all 'n 7.00;
Did she quail In fear and exchange, to be controlled by a demform from which Miss Pankhurst was speaking.
of sewer pipe next to the manhole $3.75iy 4.50;
feedt-rand
stockers
was
one
mice
grabbed
of
the
the
that
to $4.00; Men's $2.00 to $5.00; Chinot.
of
Miss
did
Interest
Pankhurst
faint? She
ocratic state lu the
on Second street had fallen in and It $2.50 'a 4.50.
and fondled it before her astonished audience. She was entire community, and the complete is feared that others
unable to
oeen
have
h
ldren' 50c to $2.00.
h
Of
Sheep receipts 2S.0OO. Market
Riven round upon round of applause, and now Miss Pankhurst's friends call emancipation of labor from the domcrushed and toat it may be necessary lower. Westerns $:.2..i 5.35 yearlings
landlordism,
lady
land.''
capitalism
of
the
and
her "the first
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to excavate all of that part of the
$5.00 '.I 6 HO; west
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$5.2011
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not
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n
says "a visit to Florida will
economic
The Jacksonville
Second and Third streets. There were
railway."
Each delegate voted for the whole two breaks yesterday In the surface
This contraption, howplete without a ride on the ocean-goin- g
Ivau-JCity
Livestock.
ever, must not be confused with the water wagon Florida, us yet, having number of union men he represented, of the street between the postofrlce
Kansas City. Feb. 10. Cattle
and the final vote on the resolution and the eat of the trouble a half
that vehicle.
auocetisf ully
1 1.000.
Market steady to 10c
stood.
for socialism 514.000 votes, block smith. Hie is directly 'in front lower. Southern
steers $4.40 iii 5.65;
The
votes.
469.000
soclaliMn
ntralnst
and the other is southern cows $2.50ih 3.75; stockers 0X54OK5t3404O4K54O04K34
The Pennsylvania railroad has served notice- on the 'steel tiust to furnish result was hailed as a great victory of the
about lao feet tioulh. The latter Is
Holes :ire endurable in bread anil cheese and
its rails without blowholes.
feeders $3.25l 4.SO; bulls $3.0(111'
the Socialsts. who put the conven- - between the street car tracks. Roth and
western
4.25;
lace Insertion, but the present railroad traffic is so heavy that It leaves dent by
calves $3.5o'ti6oO;
frantic'
by
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their
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tion
were caused by the earth below being
$4.ooii 5.4o; western cows $3.00
in rails that are spongy.
cheering.
COPPER A NO THIRD
carried away by wter.
14 60.
Arthur Halfour, leader of the ConMarket
receipts 7.000,
Sheep
Governor Hughes after due deliberation has decided not to accept the servative party. Immediately dime
of
Groceries. Direct Importers of Italian
Complete Line
lambs
steady. Muttons $4,60 1(5.60
Now if a
presidential nomination until it has been offered to him.
forward with a remarkable announce-mtm- t
T
Olive Oil, Macaroni, Ktc.
Lucca
Goods,
range
$4.75K
'.to;
wethers
6.
$6.2511
would be equally as conservative, there would he peace in pieces.
He declared that henceforth!
6.25; fed ewes $4 r,0?i 5.00.
the political rignung
in England
and
TITLE IS GOOD
Some nii'ii are born ureat and some have greatness thrust upon them would be between Conservatives Enge
of course; but the great majority of the t1r.t class ma"age to live it down, Socialists, and that the
PLANS TO EXEMPT- Vine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
lish Liberals and Radicals would diswhile the great majority of the latter class successfully duck.
appear, as they are already rapidly
Trade Solicited, l'hone Orders Promptly Filled.
MercanJohn Recker of the Rocker
Germany and France. tile company, who spent today in
face a disappearing In nearly
For expressing a modest desire to expectorate In
all the Rritish
Since then
received a telegram from
PHONE 1029
In the meantime
LORENZO GRADL7PropT
member of the Dounia has been expelled fir Kill day.
papers have thrown their columns Washington stating that tlie matter
they ought to provide the hall with cuspidors.
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Washington.
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party will riot be changed, and that be Issued at mice.
etelt has a plan to circumvent
the extreme Socialist will still keep
The oniv thing th.-- can s.iv against the late King Carlos U tii.it he
all uuesliou a to the U
ends
This
England Is ownership of the Willard lauds. Some the supreme court decision handed
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(hit down a few days ago In which it was
the la.-- l country in Europe where so three month.-- . ,1110 it w is .tecla'i-ascribed to that at this late day.
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Largest and Oldest Place in the City.
cialism bus secured a foothold.
Willard Townsite company had held that a labor union Is in a conthe
so busy Sit
that
yet hut one man lias even been led not a
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An Alhuiiuc rqu- to the lands and spiracy io restra.iit of trade under the
title
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to parliament on a Mraight Socialist could not hold them.
number of Sherman law and the union and its
didn't lave time to cat lunch.
Finest Domestic and Imported
Whether the labor party lots belonging to the company were members liable for the triple damages
platform.
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I till
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Walking
and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and
Harrowe, Cultivators; Hay
the improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory rcower
the market at the present time especially
adapted
Fields. Siudebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or
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MRS. MORGAN AND PARTY

REASONS WHY

WANTS

60

TRADE

VISIT ALBUQUERQUE!

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
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Enacounccd In the luxuriously ap
pointed private car Independence,
and shielded from inquiring reporters
by an august Individual, answering to
the name of John or James, but who
says "My name is W. J. Kruyt." (with
accent).
Mrs. J. Picrpont
h fon-igMorgan and three friends are spending the day 111 Albuquerque, while cu
rente to California cm a pleasure trip.
Tile Independence is sldc-tra- i
ked
across the street from the Alvarulo.
It arrived from the south on an
J. H.
Joshua S. Raynolds,
early train.
A push of the little brass button on
Sec'y and Gen. Mg;r.
President.
the door casing brought James running.
His feet collided with a sofa
pillow, which was lying on the Moor
of the observation vestibule, but he
WE FILL
came up with no expression of vexation disturbing his placid
countePRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
f nance. The observation
vestibule was
b topsy turvy, with cushions and chairs
23 WEST RAILROAD AVE- smd magazines and books and finanAt Consistent
UE NEXT T0 BANK OF
cial sheets.
CGMMERCL
Prices
Mr. Kruyt (pronounced with a foreign accent), protruded his
blond
head through the door Inside the
screen, which was tightly fastened,
Just far enough to Inquire
"What
ESTABLISHED 1872.
OLD RELIABLE."
might he your business."
"No, Mrs. Morgan will not see any
newspaper reporters: she will not be
interviewed; you tell lies about us,
(accent on the 'us.') We were not
lohbed In Texas. We were never robbed. We have lost nothing. I would
be grateful If you would deny the
AND
FLOUR, GRAIN
PROVISIONS
story. Mrs. Morgan was very much
put out because the papers said that
Carries the largest and Most Inclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
her car had been entered by burthe South we.'t.
glars."
Then Mr. Kruyt permitted his cheat
to pro! rude through the opening.
AND
"You may say. If you will," he continued, "that our chef's name is
(leorge Vernon, ntul that the porter
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
we call Morton. I am in chaig.
haxe been here once before with E. T.
!)
liedford of the Standard
company."
"h. no, I can't (spokert with a
DRIED FRUIT AT WHOLESALE PRICES
soft Accent ( give you any information
about Mrs. Morgan's friends."
Family assortment of SO lbs and 100 lbs.
Finest Quality.
Through the opening which leads
Pnirt&G.
We
,he freight. Buy direct and get the best.
from the observation vestibule to the
dining room of the car could
PRICE LIST FREE.
SAMPLE EACH 25 CENTS PREPtlD.
be
heard the clink of china and silver.
Mrs. Morgan was breakfasting.
The
California Products Co., Colton, Calif.
hour was 9,
The Independence and its load of
left New York ten
ago.
Its route was south from
SILVER CITY COMPANY
IS MADE days
ALBUQUERQUE
lothem to the gulf, then ve.st. A
few days ago in Texas, it was reported, the car wi.s entere I during the ab- TO BUILD POWER HOUSE
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It is a home industry.
"
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.
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L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

WEI1A1

Aztec

In Letter From New York Al
buquerque Man Says All
Merchants Should Go.
Col. P. K. H. Sellers, chairman of
the committee appointed to chaperone
the Albuquerque business men's trade'
excursion to the Pecos valley, received
a letter this morning from J. A.
proprietor of the Coklrn Kule
Dry Goods company, who Is In New
York City buying goods.
In his letter Mr. Welnmann says'.
"Dear Colonel I notice by The Citizen that you have taken the Initiative
In getting up the excursion to the
Pecos valley, and 1 wish you every
success. You can put me down for
one to make the trip. I believe that
every wholesale and retail merchant
In Albuquerque ought to make It. We
have the biggest dry In the southwest
ami we should be the trade center of
a large area of country, but we can't
get It without working.
I will sny
again, place my name on the list. I
Wouldn't iniss the trip for anything.
"Yours truly,
"J. A. WEINMANN.
"Hotel Somerset. New York City."
Colonel Sellers said this morning
that the committee having in charge
the work of getting names would begin work in real earnest tomorrow,
only 100 will be permitted to go.
This has been practically decided, and
first come will be first served. The
excursion will leave Albuquerque one
month from today.
Vein-man-

OUTSIDERS COMING

Raisins

w

PeaCiieS

Apricots

PULLMAN DIVISION

WashliiKton, I). C. Feb. 10. The
forest service has Issued to the Forest
POINT
Power company of Silver City, X. M.,
a. permit to construct and maintain an
electric power house and transmission line in the Gila (S) national for.
est. It l.t the purpose cf the company Conductors
from Both East
to generate electricity hy steam and
and West Will Lay Over
transmit it to the town of Plnos Altos
The power house and wood yard will
occupy a site of ten acres in Sec.
Here In Future.
30. T. 15 S.. R. 13 W.. and the transmission line will extend south from
Beginning with tomorrow
Albuthe power house 8 miles to Pinos Altos. The company pays for Its right querque will be a Pullman
division
of way at the established rates of and district headquarters, with
an
$1.0(1 per a re a year for the power
where between twelve and fifteen
house and wood yard, ami $5 a yeor
crews of four and five men each will
per mile for the transmission line.
get their orders. Instead of running
from Chicago to los Angeles and
San Francisco, conductors
starting
PROHIBITION WAVE
layfrom Chicago will make the-lovers In Albuquerque and conductors
HITS ILLINOIS TOWNS starting from the Pacific coast cities
will do
likewise. The conductors
laying over, in t'ne city all the time
ICitrlity-finOut of One lliuiilretl mid will average nine. 10. A. Davis, superintendent of the local district
Two Cuuiilk'M W ill iiK' on
Will be given an office force.
QiicM ion.
The change is the result of a trip
over the line recently by J. A. Davis,
Chicago, Feb. 10. Headed by what an official of the Pullman company.
In Mr. Davis started from Chicago and
promises to be hot campaign
SprinKllold,
Hloonilntfton and Decastraight through with the- extur, residents of righty-fou- r
Illlnoia perience of being very tired when he
counties will vote on the saloon ques- arrived here. He Immediately contion In the spring, yesterday was the cluded that the run from Chicago to
asking th Pacific coast was entirely
last day for filing petition
too
that the Issue be submitted to the long. Albuquerque was made the
voters, and reports received from terminal point because It was better
n
many counties Indicate that the
prepared to handle it.
adherents have been euecewful
The Pullman company will spot a
in obtaining enough signatures to al- sleeping car In the local yards where
low the question to be balloted on at the men will sleep. Their
the polls. It Is estlmale-- that 1,200 here will be from twelve to thirty-si- x
towns will take part in the contest.
hours.
Ernest A. Scrogln, attorney for the
n
League of Illinois. and
district superintendent, declares that WILL DISCUSS
from reports received within the last
few days It is certain that 90 jer
BAD BOY QUESTION
cent of the townships In the counties
in his Juris diction will vote on the
question.
There are 10J counties in Illinois,
The committee appointed recently
of which ten already have oted in fa- at a joint meeting of the brotherhoods
vor of prohibition. When the eighty-fou- r of the First Methodist church and
counties vote iii the spring there the First Presbyterian
of
church,
will be only eight counties left in the which the superintendent of the pubflate in winch the prohibition ques- lic schools Is chairman, has decided
tion lias not been toade an Issue. It to hold a public meeting the evening
is estimated that there are 601) "dry" of the first Sunday In March and distowns in the state, and Jail, 000 pit-so- ns cus the imd boy question.
Albuin Chicago live in districts that querque Is sorely in need of a school
have exclude, the saloon by means of or place of restriction for its bad
ward local option.
hoys and It will be the purpose of this
meeting to decide If possible the best
plan for securing some method.
The program will Include music ami
addresses. The speakers will be Superintendent Sterling. K W. D. liry-aJudge C H. Craig and, possibly,
Thomas MeMillin. chief of police.
Every church In the city will be
requested to hold no services that
forhlddln
passed by Omares
railroad evening nnd the congregations wlii
p talors Working more than lone hours a be invited to ihe meeting.
uay, has creai. d demand or ulxmt 30,000
iiioI'h ti'lcu'iHi'h operators than can now be
Chattanooga, Tenn Feb. 10 An
It allroH'l coiii.aiilvi have cat railcontinuous rain In this vicinity
road wires Into Telegraphy Departments of almost
la.-- t
night later turned to enow and
then to sleet, cutting off communication with southern cities. The rainfall amounted to 1.17 inches.
Practical Business Colleges.
It. litis and sleet in the vicinity of
For Ixmklet, Why Learn 1 'l. i upliy?"
inaughoii.
at
no.
lies,
call or address J
Atlanta caused that city to become
entirely isolated as far as wire
El Paso, San Antonio, Dallas or Kansas City.
Is concerned.
The storm
M MNKSS men say Dlt U'CJIIoN's Is THE
b
It
BEST.
extends a.s far south as M ui feesi,,,, ,i,
Til KK months' llonkketplntt
DKAl'tilloN'S copvrluhted nut hi ls IKI Is Tenn., according to. reports received
BIX elsewhere. 75",, or the u. 5. COURT REhere.
PORTERS write the shorthand Druut-'hoi- i
of-ti-

ir
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teaches. Write for prices on lessons In short
hand, Itcmkkceplng, Penmanship, etc., BY
ItOK.ll IHIY.
r AT COUEUE. 30 Colleges In 17 Suites.
MAIL
Do you know what thtw means? If
11
necuredor MuN Y HACK, hater not
our
drivers to explain it to
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SEE PASSION PLAY

FOLDING

MARK

GO-CA-

I!

RT

Cloaed

THE ALLW1N FOLDING
cart
that is built jut a the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from
GO-CARTt-

Is now fully equipped for business, and
solicits your orders.

he

$7.50 to $17.50
On exhibition now at

BEST
GALLUP

MP

ALBERT FABER
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

COAL

!

$6.50

308-- 3

10 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
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GOOD Possession,
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and
Is a Priceless

0OttO000000

Per ton cf 2,000 pounds

you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya com-

petent optician or occulist.
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Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE
2

C. H.

I

will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

Carnes, Oph. D.

114

West Central,
PHONE 452.

e
I.arge numbers of people from
the city are coming in to witness
the "Passion Play" animated pictures
at the Crystal theater during Its presentation here by the Franc company
next Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
207 West Gold
It Is the first time this wonderful
production has ever been presented In
Albuquerque and It could not be sur
Room. Prompt. Courteous Service,
Large, Well-Lighte- d
passed except iiy Journeying across
You Hat. Number I Meals
Music
While
far-othe ocean to
Oherammergau,
llavaria.
This is the complete and
exact reproduction
of the world- 6 to 9
Breakfast
25c
Breakfast
famed play, the greatest religious
c
12
to 2
Dinner
Dinner
drama ever produced.
It Is made
with 5.000 feet of European made,
7:30
5:30
Supper
to
35c
Supper
d
beautiful
animated pic
tures. This is a high grade und rlas-sl- o
mYCRS, rroprlatre$a
MRS. M.
attraction, and should in no man
ner be associated with the cheap or
ordinary picture show. The film on
which these pictures are given Is the
most costly one ever made, und the
scenes pictured thereon were posed
for ' by the original characters ap
pearing in the last production of this
114-11- 6
North Second
great play at oherammergau. Ha "TTTIIXXIIXIIXXIITIXXXXXIX
varia. In no other manner can one
learn so Impressively or Vividly the
history of Christ's birth, life, teach
THE FINEST DINING ROOM ANIi BUFFET
lugs and death as by seeing these pic
IN THE CITY
tures. The showing of the pictures
M
203 W. Gold Ave.
consumes from an hour and forty
a
to two hours' time., and,
minutes
therefore, but one performance can be
H
We have It fine line of
given each afternoon and each even
lug. The matinee performances will
?
Go-car- ts
B
'
yd-- ,
commence promptly tit 3 o'clock and
MYERS A SONS, Proprietors
M.
J - ?
M
- x W
evening
S:1.1.
performances
the
at
It
&r
rnoM
3
x
is said that all the prominent ch'urch
v
S
denominations
and
societies will
H
LXXXXXXXXXXXICXXJOCXXXXXXXXXJ"
arouse every effort to bring out. the
people to witness this sight of a life2 ,
r
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCltime.
MTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXi M
Mr. .1. l1iHint Moigmi.
,r(.
f
no
.I
Crystal
people
The
holds but
AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
loiuili Li(.H4
S
at one time, but between 4.000 and
3
in America.
fi.OOO
people can be accommodated
Automobiles dally to points In
during the eight exhibitions given.
the Estancla Valley. Special cars
sence of Mrs. Morgan and Jewels and
to Golden, San Pedro and other
At the modest prices of admission
O
J
IN CITY
other valuables stolen. The loss was decided upon ten. twenty and thirty
points.
sabi to have been quite large. Howcents no one can say It is beyond
Automobiles for rent by the
ever, the wife of the fourth richest their means.
day or hour in and about the city.
man in America, says that she was
S Parties holding special round trip
:
never robbed.
tickets to Estancla. and return may
She is loath to believe that Albert
exchange them for hourly serrice
Klein, a New York young man, whom
In the city or other points.
she assisted finaiially, and was found
For further information in1MXI.KY A LUIFJW
later near Versailles wi'h a note from
quire at the General Ticket office
CHURCH LOSES PASTOR
her in his pocket, was nn importer.
MERRY MUSICAL MASTERPIECE
and garage, 408 W. Copper ave.,
Mrs. Morgan is a philanthropist. She
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
gave young Kblu money with which
848.
Itev. E. A. Childs has announced
to start a career. This happened durHighresignation
as
his
of
the
ing Mrs. Morgan's last visit to France.
The Independent-,- will leave this land Christian church and will seek
evening for tirand Canvon and from a call in sonic other city.
In accordance with its usual custhe canyon it will be whirled alone to
the Ministerial Association of ACalifornia. Mrs. Moiir.in U In th tom
lbuquerque met this
moruing
SATt nn.W, FEB. 1, we will Mm
and
southwest to escape the rigors of the adopted resolutions
of respect for and
menee our Cut Price Grocery Sale.
Weinburg,
Gus
Ruth
With
winter in New Yn-She is accom
panied by Mrs. J. N. Nappen. of confidence In the departing pastor.
Be sure and get a price list Come
by
White and over half a hunThese resolutions are as follows:
Pro idence, I. ., anil Mrs. J Mereand examine the goods and aftet
respect
confiKesolutions
of
und
dred others, including the
dith of New York.
Meal.
dence adopted by
Ministerial asso.
buying and you are not satisfied we
Mrs. Morgan and her friend left ciation of thi. city the
famously original
ut its regular meet
will cheerfully reurn your money.
the car for a visit to the Alvarado ing Monday, February
1", at
:30
curio. They spent a hair hour look- a. m :
Pt. cans Log Cabin maple syrup. 18c
ing at blankets and Navajo and Mex60c English Breakfast tea
35o
"Whereas, the I;ev. E A. Childs, a
10 Eait Coal Avenue
ican silverware, arid finally Invested
Original Production
member of the Ministerial association
COu uncolored Japan tea
36c
In a silver bracelet made from
this city, has resigned the pastor8 bars Swift's Pride soap
25
Mexican money. However, the pur- of
Triumph
A
Veritable
ate of the Disciple church in this
chase was not made without protest. place,
2Sm
8 bars Diamond C. soap
Is removing elsewhere to
and
Bigger, Brighter, Better
F.
"The price wnns awful high."
4
26
Sugar Corn
we, the jnem.
cans
field
ot
service,
another
one f.f the party.
than ever
of tills body and pastors of the
3 Vii
23
DKVOES HEADY IUIXT
lbi prunes
A number of San Domingo Indian ler
desire
11
pottery sellers gathered around Mrs. several churches in thisiont ity. lirolh-eNew Songs, Ideas, Surprises One t.allon lovers lino square Yttn 15c Tomatoes large cans
r
of
Morgan's car about 10 o'clock in the to express our aasppreeiat
l'AI..MI.TTO IIOOI' I'AIXT
a m. Ulster of Jesus
Childs.
both
CASH
UNION
BUYERS'
but made no sales.
Stiii I.r.iU. l4tM 1'lvf Year.
s
and a brother who.-- e fellowIttMik
Seal on Milt- - at
122 North Stoond
They did not know that there was Christ
prize.
we
ship
I tb. I J.
WttliH'Ntliiy,
W.M. POLDE, lrop.
on
Moro
a stringency la the New York n.oney
a d lig. nt stu"We esteem h m
408 West Railroad Avmau
1'i'ioi'M
91 uinl Jl.r.o
market.
dent of the Word of Cod and a faithful preacher of righteousness.
Consult a
Dsnlist
"His character Is above reproach
TOMBS WILL RECEIVE
The
and his minister'. il service In this city
is worthy of the )i 'het commendaof Twin
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
MURDEREDROYALTY TODAY tion.
illint;
f 1.50 up
"We commend h'm to ihe confi$8
THE OLDEST MH.I. IN THE tITl (iulil Crowns
dence of tile churc hes and Christian
PainlfMi Extruding .... rnc
bodies
hen In lieetl of sasli. door, fraru.
of peop.t everywhere with ait reservaI.bon, Feb. 10.
King Carios ind Crow n Prince I. u s tion."
If. Srrc'ii uoik ii HMlall.
South I ir- - Mrtfl. Telephone i'i'i.
Phillip were t lying In state In the
Signed:
J. c. It.'l'jns, president.
Ave.
West
TIJeras
A IX WOKK AI1SOI I TI.T A liTAK.
cathedral this morning and immense First M. E. chui.'h. J. A Shaw, secthrongs of people filed through for retary. Jtaptis! church: W. J. Marsh.
ti:ed.
a last look at toe murdered monarch Congregational. t church; Hugh A.
liert Darner, of Elton, Wis., suh:
only
four
dosef
taken
I.
of
"I
have
and his son. At 2 o'clock the coffins Cooper. Presiiyt
church; I..
were closed and carried to the Pan- McCain. M. E ch'ir. h, South; Fletch- y.iur Kilnty anl I'.lailder Pills and
,!s4sft
theon, where, with further ceremon- er Cook, St. Joh i's Episcopal church. they have done for me more than
any other med.cine has ever done.
ies, tniy will be placed in the tomb.
Plumbing, Tinning: and
For a mild, ra- - action of the bow- Mr. llarber refers M DeWltt'i Kidney
Galvanized Iron Work
Wanted To loan, M'venty-fiv- e
thou, el, a single d
of Dian's Itegulets and madder I'illn. They are sedd hy
xuntl ($75.0(1000)
dollar on rirst. Is enough. Treatment cures hubitu.i.1 J. 11. O'Rit-UCo.
207 'iE. Central Av. Phone 1515
I'liisij city rcl estate security.
JT
A.
cents a box. Ask
!lv-COl'P and PEII'IT.
Moutoyu, 215 W. (.old avenue.
your druggls' for them.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
KOOM 12. X. T. A VMIJO ULDCJ.
out-.'id-

The Home Restaurant

Phone 251
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The Oxford Hotel

Davis &Zearing
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$2 to $15
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Elks' Theatre
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HKST MEALS

Columbus Hotel

Board and Room

$16.00

GROCERY SALE

Per Month and Up
or
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or
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KANGAROO GIRLS

MRS.M.E.NORRIS
1
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Ladies' Tailor
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It should also he said (hit t!vo
figures ate not for the same jeir.
Tlnne for New York and the ON'.rivt
' 7 ; those for
of Columli'a are
the other cities of the United state.
Tor l!s, while t .iose for the
ii
cit'es are f !' !".", and r.im'i.

It

fr

: I
;

1

E

j
i

i

g triune. it
In
the munn-ipaof tile lily of I'.eriin cost the taxpayers only $;:t.;;:o;.r1Mi f,,,. ; population of aiiout 2.10,111,0110 people. Hill
PcrPn Is probably the most economically m.inag'(l of ail the Krrnt cities
of the world because of the economic
practiced and because the administration of the government is in the
hands of trained and experience
men. In UerniiUiy mayors of cities
are in. i t lt'. tcil, but ui" employe on
salaries by tac comm hi councils. Tin y

er

1

ex--

Shows Boston Map Just Issued by Bureau of
Statistics Shows Mlleaqcand
People Sample of Work
Way 10 Go Anywnerc.
Which Made Him Famous.

Young

I

I
1

of

t
The
Feb.
running the city government of Xmv
1
143..'72.-tTie
year
will
l.
York this
an Increase of f 3.1 ."i, 60 over last
ft
I
10.".,
1,834
more
than
for
ye.ir, mi.
the yi'.ir ls'.i
liuii.-- e of iiiniej
than fc.'i per rent in ten years. Till
means a per capita expenditure of
$36 for every man, woman and child
in tht city, or an average of about
J15U a family, which is paid by taxing
both the present and future genera- lions. The present generation pays
v
unpuseu upon
me
the tax commissioners and future (fenerations will have to redeem the enor.
mous amount of bonds now out.stand-Ing- ,
which ivas Increased recently by
a new issue of tGit.OUO.uOO. The interest charges upon the people of
New York Is now more than $24.000,.
000 annually, almost as much as the
total cost of running the city of Chicago, and about $6 per capita of the
population. The expen.es of the nahave Jncrense.l
tional government
very rapidly without prosperity, but
our national debt has been decreasing all the lime and the interest
charge upon the people of the United
States annually is only a few thousand dollars more than that paid by
the people of New York City, while
the annual expenses of the national
government are only four times as
great as those of New York City. Before the present great era of prosperity, and large government expenditure In 1890, the total expenses of
our national government were only
double the present expenses of the
city of New York, and, omitting the
appropriations for the army, navy,
Indians, pensions and the interest on
the puolic debt, the civil and miscellaneous expenses of the government
for 1905 were about the same as
those for the city of New York for
the current year, while for 1903 and
many years previous they were much
York,

New

co.--

cr

1

lire-tors-

j

j

THE

(Moriarty Messenger.)

less.

Poor Thaw!

His money has gotten

him into the madhouse.- -

The cost of running th. national
government of the United estates per
capita is about $6.75. It cost
to pay the expenses of the
District of Columbia in 1908-which, estimating the population at
320,000, makes the per capita $37.50.
Washington is the most expensive city
in the country except Boston. The
following is a list of the principal
cities and the cost of maintaining
their municipal government per capita of population:
$38.18
Boston
37.50
District of Columbia
36.12
New York
16.85
San Francisco
5
1
6t. Louis
14.31
Philadelphia
12.37
Chicago
1228
Paris
9.28
Berlin

You don't need to go to a skating
rink to see a lot of cheap skates.
'Tis leap year, girlie, and now's your
chance,
To do a proposal song and dance.
If the west would keep its money
out west for awhile, what would poor
Wall street do?
King Carlos was assassinated In
Lisbon F ebruary 1. This thing of being a king and getting shot to pieces
may suit some, but not us.
A cyclone near Wesson, Miss., killed
a half dozen people January 31. Another argument In favor of New
Mexico, where cyclones are unknown.
"Long Island sound is frozen over
from New Haven to Hell Gate," says
a New York dispatch. It is presumed
that inside the gate the usual good
old summertime temperature continues to hold its own.
In a colupin article on the possibility of the completion of the AlEstatncla
buquerque
Eastern the
News never mentioned the town of
Moriarty. Now, Specky, don't let
your Jealousy get the best of you.

112.-302,7-

7,

8.60

inndon

ROUND-U- P

The flgurei for London are very
deceptive, however, because they cover only the expenditures of the county
council and do not Include those of
the various parishes into which the
county of London is divided. They
do Include, however, the expenses of
the city of London, which has a very
limited area and a very small population, around the Mansion house and
the Bank of England.

a Bad Cold
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You want a remedy that will not
only pivn quick relief but effect a
permanent euro.
You want a remedy that will relieve the luut's and keep expectoration easy.
You want a remedy that will coun-

A Severe Ccld Quickly Cured by

ill THROArTnrtLUhCS.

Cough Remedy.
I cdiifthta very eovore cold
"Lint w'.r.t.-which . wered for weeks." says J.
of Eephyr, Ontario. "My cough
wua Vol y dry und hartsh. The local dea.r
recoiiir-i'MiiieChamber lain' a Cough Remedy uu J (MiariinU'ed it, fo I gave it a trial.
Ono dumll bottle of it cured me. I believe
Chei.i : rhturs Coui. U Remedy to be the
1 have tver
toi-uaeii."

ll.1- -

Cham-rxrld:-

I

Hduowd hU4:'nlmlli.
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miles, though in most cases
figures are for 19Hj, thus InIn the these
dicating
the world's actual mileextreme. Home of these people who age at thethat
present time approximates
were treated had been deaf for a li'iii.iinO miles,
of which
is
number of years. When the first
In the L'nlted States.
question was asked, a look of amaze- found
Another
eouallv
fact
observable
ment would spread over their faces with refere-ncto
world's railways
and they would forget to answer the is that by far thethelargest
part are
question. As the questions were re found in
temperate zones. Of the
peated the surprised look would give practically the600,0(10
miles of railway
way to one of delight. Many were
so affected that they burst into tears In the world, but about 10 per cent
found In strictly tropical terriand were scarcely able to answer the are
tory and no more than 15 per cent
question.
what would be termed tropical
In no single instance, so far as withinsubtropical
areas. The greatest
could lie learned, would an Individual and
of railway lines In any tropical
fail to hear. Many were able to hear length
a finger snap at a distance of thirty country is that of India (Including
feet. At the request of Mr. Cooper, ISurmal, 30.000 miles; while tropical
questions were put to them by their and subtropical South America has
friends, or by various spectators, In 15,000 miles, tropical and subtropical
an ordinary tone of voice, and the Africa 14,000 miles, Mexico and Cen
tral America 13.500 miles, the West
questions were readily answered.
In giving an account of these dem- Indian islands 2,500 miles, the Dutch
and French possessions in the tropical
onstrations, Mr. Cooper said:
"The preparation used Is not the orient about 1,500 miles each, tropione with which I accomplish most, cal and subtropical Australia about
as my New Discovery, as it Is called, 1.000 miles. Slam 600 miles, the Philand to which I owe my success, is for ippines about 200 miles, and the Hathe treatment of all forms of stom- waiian Islands about 100 miles. Takach trouble and the general breaking ing the grand divisions, North Amerterms.
down of the system that follows in ica has, speaking In round
2BO.000 miles of railway, of
of this characwhich
the wake of disea-se- s
225.000
are
In
found
the United
ter.
great
Europe
as
States.
seat
a
is
a whole has. still
of
the
"The stomach
many troubles: for Instance, my rem- speaking in round
190,000
terms.
less
people
miles
of
than
those In the United
edy will relieve thousands
simply
city,
States
Asia
alone.
52,000
in
this
has
of rheumatism
miles.
by getting the stomach In working Africa 17.000 and Australia and the
adjacent
Islands of Oceania 17.500.
order."
Many people seen who were pres- The estimated cost of construction, or
posiassert
capital
cost
demonstration
of principal railways is
ent at this
tively that Cooper undoubtedly made given for Europe at 21 billion dollars
for 176.0110 miles for which statistics
these deaf people hear again.
are available; und for the remainder
of the world, 17 billion dollars for
To Ctire n Oolil In One Day.
Quinine 30S.OIKI miles for which statistics are
Take LAXATIVE BROMO money
If available,
Taoiets. Druggists refund
the figures with reference
ft ROVE'S to the
E. W.
tt fails to cure.
United States being; cost, as
signature is on each box. 2&c.
given by Poor's manual. 12 billion
I wish that I might talk with all dollars for 213.000 miles for which
sick one-- about the actual cause of figures are available.
Many interesting facts are disclosed
Stomach, Heart and Kidney atlments.
To explain In person
how weak by the distance figures accompanying
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach the map. One fact of especial Interweakness, I am sure would Interest est at the present moment is that the
all. And it is the same with weak sailing distance from New York to
Heiirts or weak Kidneys. This is why Punta Arenas at th southern end of
my prescription
Dr. Shoop'a Resto South America, via the Panama caso promptly reaches ailments nal, is S 7 7 miles less than by the
rative
of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys, rout,, which ships passing between
it Is wrong to drug the Stomach or those two points must now follow.
stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. The tables show distances from our
These weak Inside nerves simply own porta via the Tehuantepec rail
My Restorative way and the Panama railway or ca
need more strength.
Is thrt only prescription
made ex- nal, as well as via the Suez canal and
pressly for these nerves. Next to see the Cape of (lood Hope and Cape
ing you personally, will be to mail Horn routes and via the railway lines
you free, my new booklet entitled, across the North American continent.
"What To Do." I will also send the The distance between New York and
It will surely Interest Yokohoma Is shown to be via Suez
boolf today.
canal, 13.040 miles; via the Panama
you. Addre-sDr. Shoop. Uox 8, Racanal, 10.0H3 miles; via the Tehuan-tepe- e
cine, Wis. All dealers.
railway. .243 miles; via San
Francisco (land and writer), 7,727
STORE.
VAI.TOVS
I i:i"S IIO.MK MADK
CAXDIF.S. mile-tand via Port Townsend (land

thirty feet.
The results were remarkable

two-fift-
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Gross Kelly & Co.
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(Incorporated)

From New
ind water). 7.43U miles.
is
York to Sli.inKhai the distance
driven via Suez, 12,360 miles, and via
Panama. 10.S55 miles. To Hongkong
the distance via Suez Is H.61U miles
and via Panama, 11,410 miles; and to
Manila the distance is shown to be
11,556 miles via Suez and 11,546 miles
via Panama.
From Chicago the distance! to Hongkong is, via New York
and Suez, 12,522 miles; via San
Francisco, 8,365 miles; via New Orleans and Panama, 11,742 miles, and
via Tehuantepec, 10,229 miles.
From New York to San Francisco
the distances shown are, by rail
mtte.s; vta
arross the continent.
Tehuantejiee. 4,415 miles; via Pana
ma. 5,305 miles, via Punta Arenas,
13.0S9 miles, and via Suez and Singa
pore, 17,672 miles. From New York
via
to Nome, Alaska, the distance
Port Townsend Is 5,555 miles; via San
Francisco, 5.S96 miles; via Tehuante8,010
pec. 7,130 miles; via Panama.
miles, and via Magellan Straits, 15,- 140 miles. The length of route from
Vladivostok, Asiatic llussla, to New
Orleans via Magellan Straits, Is 17,- -

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to speed

your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

3,ll

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,0C0

445 miles, while the distance from
Vladivostok to New Orleans via San
Francisco and thence by rail is but
7,188 miles. The distance around the
n
and our
world via the
own transcontinental railway lines is
shown to be 17,997 miles, being: from
4,632
New York to St. Petersburg,
miles; from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok, 6,809 miles; from Vladivostok
to Port Townsend, 4,357 miles, and
from Port Townsend to New York,
sailing distance
3.199 miles. The
around the world from New York via
Suez, Singapore, Manila, Guam, the
Hawaiian Islands and Panama canal
York gain would be 23,092
miles; living ill detail, from New York
to Singapore, 10.170 miles; thence to
Manila. 1.3SS miles; thencp to Guam,
miles; thenee to Hawaii, 3.337
miles; thence to Panama. 4.1165 and
tlienet- - to New York 2.1128 miles.
Trans-Siberia-

READ
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Stops Itching Instantly. Cures piles,
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives,
herpes, scabies Doan's Ointment. At
any drug store.

j Remember the

ARB. READING

A

TnanouJor
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THIS ONE

EL00D UNHEALTHY
SYSTEM BEHAHGED

The entire inner portion of the body ii covered with mucous membrane;
this jncial ranou.3 tissue is abundantly supjilied with blood vessels, veins,
fltt. ri , ti" capillaries. Each of these is constantly supplying to this tisstu
lii'iti ", l loo.l to nourish and strengthen it and keep the system healthy.
Yhc;i the blood becomes infected with catarrhal matter it i not able to fur
h
the required amount of healthful properties, but feeds the parts with
iuipm ilicj iiii h disease the inembtanes and tissues so that they become
irritated and iul!amr '., a".d Catarrh, with all its disagreeable and dangerous
symptoms,
established in the system. There is a constant ringing in the
e its, a thin, watery discharge from the nostril i, the breath has an offensive
tdi x'at fever often accompanies the disease, and gradually the entire
nfTeitcd and the system upset and deranged. In its e.ti lii;
c.i'.th
washes,
M.V'es, when CatanU is confined to the tm-and throat,
iuh.th tifir. :, etc., r.re soothing and in a way beneficial, because they are
cleanly r '1 usually antiseptic, but s't'h treatment has no curative effect,
Ixcau .e It ciies not reach the blood. To cure C.iL.n li the blood must be pur
ified, rind this is iust what S. S. S does. Ii
goes down into the circulation and attacks
VflyPj
zCJLi
C-tiie disease at it foundation ; it removes tiie
?
rJTr
cause and makes the blood pure ami healthy
r
,
Then the blood vessels a'e filled with fresh
9
reinvigorated bh.od, which is carried to al
FUrsELY V L.LLTmSLE the mucous Mtr: e3 and linings, the inll.un
matiou ai;d irrit i.um are corrected, thesymp
is?ppe.-rtotn
the health is improved an Catarrh is permanently cured
t all who write.
:.h and any medical advice
0., ATLANTA, CI
sv7irr

Bear in mind that good
beer is health sustaining.
To be ure of good beer
make it a point to ask (or
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Jilway Thu Samm Old Good Blatm
The hop bitters act as an
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It is Equally Valuable for Children
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teract any tendency toward pneu-

Mi. SORE THROAT,
D rirzru.

The in.tp

by the lnir. ,ui
Smmii' cm.! rk.i It!' "f
1Y!i.
t ICS.
"IVi'U'ijMl
eir.i:Ied
demon."', rn i'Hn were k'vi'ii in public) Tiausp'ii-- i::on I;. lines of tin- World."
tml.iy by I.. '1'. I'lmpcr. sun is
hows the chief r.ijlway lines and
for the first time In liostun wa'.cr routes uT tin- entire vm Id, tin
the prepnr.it ions whirh crente.l a
disomies
pot to port across ail
veiled oceans andfrom
In D.linr eities
sens, and carries with it
by him.
a
mar;;:nal table showing the dis('.iciper i. it remarkable diameter, tances from New York, New Orleans,
with peculiar and original ideat, und Sin Kratielsco and Port Townsend to
the a nimiinreiiiHtit of his romlni? to! inch if the principil ports of the
the Hub I'll y created wide.pread in world, and from many of the other
terest.
cities nf the I'nlte.l States to those
As a
when it w i four Initial const ports, thus enabling
learned that he would appear In pub-li- the citizen of all the principal cities
the place selected for his head- of tin- - country to determine the exact
quarters was crowded, some eomliiK distance from his door or Railway
sta- -'
merely to K t a glimpse of the man
to the docks of any of the prinhimself, others to test his skill in cipal commercial port of the world.
overcoming disease. As nearly as Tit-- distances by which the land and
could he learned the facts In regard water route are slated are supplied
to tin- demonstration were these:
to the bureau of statistics, In the
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the cast- - of the water route by the hydro-graphi- c
one
youns man agreed to show what
office of the navy departof his remedies would do for deafment, .md In the (asp of the land
anyone
ness, and agreed
to make
routes from official tables prepared
present who was afflicted with deaf- by the paymaster
general of
war
ness hear ngain in less than three lepai tm"iit. the distances bythe
wa'er
minutes.
routes being in nautical miles,
There were many deaf people pres- those by land routes statute miles. and
were
of
these
ent and about a dozen
Tile map, together wllh its distance
given the demonstration, consisting of tallies, hows many Interesting
facts.
the
one
application
of
single
of
;i
A mere glance- - at its lines
which
t'oopcr preparations.
"bow
principal
the
railways
of
the
The bearing of these people was world indicates that 'hey are chiefly
then tested after an interval of be- located in the tempcrat,.
zone.
The
tween two and three minutes. The total length of the railway
lines of
put to
test consisted of questions
is. given in the document
'he
world
them in an ordinary conversational which accompanies the map at !ii7.-f0- 0
tone at distances varying front five to
lti-tt-

lnr

monia.
You want a remedy that La pleasant and safe to take.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
nif. t tfi ail of there requirements, and
for the fpeedy and permanent cure
of Lad colds btanda without a peer.

mo.

Man

bu.-ine- s.

10.

I

1

of.'.-sioa-

The preserienec in that
ent mayor of Itcrlin. for example,
mad- - a brilliant sUi cess as hiirito-niastof Hamburg, and before that
of Hanoi ei, and his powers are very
much I.ke iImm' ot the general manager of a railway company under the
supervision of a board of
which is the common council.
It is interesting to compare some of
the items. Tor example, the police of
Berlin cost $ 1,746,253. while those of
The
New
York cost $14,350,000.
schools of Berlin cost $6,471,472.
while the public schools of New York
and $44.tioO was
cost $26,712,963;
contributed toward the university, and
$308,000 for the support of a normal
school for the education of teachers.
A large part of this is m the difference of the pay of teacher., the
salaries in New York being about
four times the size of those in Herlhi.
There was an attempt to 'raise the
pay of public school teachers in New
York last fall, but it failed because
the ordinance ' was loaded with
amendments raising the pay of almost every other employe of the city
government, and the board of aldermen will not permit the school teachers to be a preferred class. Last winter the legislature of New York
passed a law making the salaries of
women teachers throughout that state
the anie as are paid to men in similar positions, but Governor Hughes
vetoed the bill on the ground that
there was no constitutional warrant
power of
to restrict discretionary
the board of education in such matters. While this is no doubt good
law, it was considered very poor politics at the time and may be the
women of the country will bring It
up again to Governor Hughes if he
runs for president.
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It Contains no Narcotic and is Safe and Sure
Ask yciir Druggist for it.
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appetizer and digestant and
. I
.1
I.
me
mait nourishes,
urink
"Blatz" with your meals.
Have it on the family table
1 and
enjoy its benefits.
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o. PATTERSON

ivcrv tiritl Boarding Stable
Telephone

West BUver Avenue.
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ALBUQUKKQl.K
I want you to know how
much
Chamberlain' Salve has done for me.
It has cured my face of a kln disease of almost twenty years' standing.
I have neon treated by several
as
smart physicians as we have In this
country and they did me no Eood. but
nv

'

v

'

vine cam-

a

-

hub t ui

vj

'

F
w

Fannie Orlffln.
Troy, Ala.
Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale by all
druggists.
,
Mrs.

MS
French Editor Call Attention
to Military Preparations of
Little Brown Men.
Chicago, Feb. 10. "There will be
war between the United States and
Japan. Just when we cannot say.
Hut the preparations made by the
Japanese are too significant to be
misunderstood."
This as the opinion given by Henri La Hrue, editor of the
Parl.s Temps, one of the larirest newspapers In France, wno is here on a
political mission which will Include
h'.s Inspection of the Pacific fleet
when it reaches San Francisco.
"Japan has not much money now,
and that counts for a great deal," he
continued. "The Japs cannot afford
to rush into another war immediately.
Hut the situation Is critical enough
to Indicate that the clash Is not far
distatnt. A soon as 1 visit San Francisco I will leave for Japan. My object Is to Inspect the navies of both
countries, for this clash will largely
be on the sea.
"Kurope's attitude? Well, I am
Inclined to think that many believe
the United States Is hardly consistent In the Monroe doctrine Idea.
These persons argue that the doctrine
says America, for the Americans, but
what have we? First It is Hawaii and
then the Philippines, then possibly
Cuba, and then what next? That I
the question often heard on the other
side.
"The French press is not stirring
up the question. In our country the
press reflects the public sentiment,
and the public, in turn, is affected by
the sentiment of the press. American
newspapers are the greatest in the
world for speedy gathering of news
and its proper presentation.
But I
think the real influence wielded by
the nres belone-- tn thn nl.l world
That Is why war talk In the European
papers Is significant."
The Paris Temps reflects In a large
degree the political opinion of th
French government. Its leading edi- torlal is almost Invariably on Interna- politics and Is printed in the
first column of the first page. This
editorial is read by more thinking
people in France than the editorials
of any other paper.
seml-offtci-

.

lir

IMictimnftc Sufferers.
The quick relief from paln afforded

by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
makes It a favorite with sufferers

from rheumatism,
sciatica,
lame
back, lumbago, and deep seated and
pains.
by
muscular
For sale
all
druggists.

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS.
Department of the Interior, Office of
Indian Affairs, Washington. D.C.Jan.
10, 190J. Pealed Proposals,
plainly
marked on the outside of the envelope "Proposals for Buildings,
San
Juan School, N. M.," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. will be received at the Indian Office until 2
o'clock p. m., February 18, 1908, for
furnishing materials and labor to
construct school building and hospital at the San Juan school. New
Mexico, In strict compliance with the
plans and specifications which may
he examined at this office,
the offices of the New Mexican, Santa Fe,
N". M.;
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.;
Evening Herald.
Durango, Colo.;
Builder and Contractor, Los Angeles,
ExCalif.; Builders
and Traders
changes, St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,
Minn., Omaha, Nebr.; Northwestern
Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul,
Minn.; U. S. Indian Warehouses at
Chicago, III.. St. Louis, Mo., Omaha,
Nebr., nnd at the school. For further Information apply to.Wm. T.
Shelton, Snpt., Shlprock. N. M. C. K.
LARRABER. Acting Commissioner.
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CLASSIFIKD ADS
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CITIZEN

,

1

1

.

i

FOR RENT

FOR SALE Best buslnesi proposition In city at "5e on fl. About
11.500.
Address R. S. 6, Citizen.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound oin for IS.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Some good blrgalns In
(tame cotreal estate: A
tage with bath on Soutl Broadway, $1500; a
frame cottage. W. Central ave., close in;
$1100. easy terms; two food business lots on W. Central between
3rd and 4th; a new fouroom concrete house. $1350; threw lots each
511x142 on E. Central nvnue. $200
for all three. And a long list of
snaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
real estate and lnsurantc,
21214
South econd street.

OPPORTUNITIES

PERSONAL PROPERTY

FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board in the Highlands. 61G East
Central.
FOR" RENT Houses, 3 to 8 rooms.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
$10.00 to J30.00. W. H. McMlllion,
Wagons and other Chattels nlso on
211 W. Gold.
broker,
real
estate
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RENT
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
FOR-RENicely furnished, sunny
$200. Loans are quickly made and
rooms, over postofflce. Mrs. H. E.
strictly private.
Time: One month
Sherman.
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasFOR RE NT Large furnished room.
onable. Call and se us before borS23 North Broadway.
Gentleman.
rowing.
See Ryan, the expressman.
LOAN CO.
THE HOVSEllOI.n
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
Steamship tickets to and from all
213 West Central.
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
FOR
RENT Nice clean rurnlshed
o
rooms, modern. 809 H West Cen303 H West Railroad Ave.
NOTICE I OK PIT.MCATIOX.
tral nvpnue.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Department of the Interior, Land of- FOR RENT Brlgh sunny rooms for
Open Evenings,
624
rent,
housekeeping;
reasonable,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17,
WANTED
West Central avenue. Inquire In
190S.
rear.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Hilario Lopez, of Cubero, N. M.. has FOR RENT Minneapolis, 624 So. WANTED Washington nnd Ironing) RAIKiAIXS IX RANCH PROPERTY.
for hand laundry
l.uv curtains
filed notice of his intention to make
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinfrom 25c per pair up, list class
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
final five-yeproof In suport of his
work guaranteed. Prop a postal to
In city.
claim, viz: Homestead
Three ani) a half acres first
Entry No.
40S V. TIJeras or phone 1045. We
right on
6308, made April 17. 1901, for the FUR
class- cultivated land,
sunny
K KM'
frc.it
large
ami deliver goods anywhere
call
for
main ditch, three miles north of
E!4 SEtt, Section 34, Township 11
room with board. 309 S. BroadIn town.
N., Range 8 W., and that said proof
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.
way.
o o o
will be made before George H. Pradt,
WANTED A gentle Gel'.very horse.
3 nice modern rooms
RENT
FOR
V. S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N.
Four and a half acres on main
Call at 117 West. Gold avenue.
light
housekeeping.
410
Apply
for
road, under high state of cultivaM.. on March 16. ISOd.
goods,
WANTED Gen
second
North Second.
tion, well fenced, 24 miles north
He names the following witnesses
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
615 Soutn First .treet, south
to prove his continuous
of' of town, price $500.00. Easy
residence FOR RENT Large furnished room
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
terms.
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
conveniences
with all modern
o o o
Suitable for gentleman. No health WANTED
Agent to hauoe our line
tie:
land,
Ten acres of very good
seekers desired. Apply 809 west
Jose Abeitn, Vlctorlno Montano,
of samples of suits made to order. '
three miles north of town, price
Tijeras.
Oorgonlo Flfueroa, M. T. Otero, all
Must
have some experience ll
$500.00 cash.
measuring. Write us. Tichner &
of Cubero. N. M.
o o o
N. Y
Jacohi,
Rochester.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
FOR SALE
good
Eight acres in alfalfa,
Register.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
fence, adobe house, four and a
at cost for next ten days call on
FOR SALE Good
business. $250.
half miles north of town, price
HA11 IKESiEH AM) CHIROl'O
Miss C. P. Crane. 612 North Secpaying ion per cent. Be quick If
$600.00 cash.
Millinery and dressond sireet.
,u ISI
you want something good.
Must
O O O
making parlors. Phone U44.
"""am.bJnl-l,- t
n" Parlor, eh
sell In 10 days. Ask at this office.
Seven acres good land, all level
wanted.
t'o00
FOR SALE A brand new Stevens' WANTED Able bodleo, unmarried
and under ditch, partly under
thorough scalp treatment,
single barrel shot gun. never fired.
do hair
cultivation, one mile from town,
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
A high grade and strictly up to
on main road, price $1400.00 cash
citizens of United States, of good
growing nails.
She gives maai-adate gun. Inquire at The Citizen
character and temperatt habits,
o o o
treatment and manicuring.
office.
Mrs
speak,
write
can
and
who
read
Sixty-fiv- e
acres of the best land
"amblnl s own preparation of com FOR HALE A good
to
English.
apply
Information
For
modern
In the Rio Grande valley, all unplcxlon cream builds up the skin
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
house In Highlands, close in; a
der cultivation (25 acres In alfalthe complexion, and Is
Ave., Albuquerque. New Mexico.
snap; $2250. Dale Realty Co., 100
guaranteed not to ne Injurious. 8h
fa), four wire fence, on main
WANTED Young man wishes posialso prepares a hair tonic that curei
S. Broad.
prioe $65.00
ditch, title perfect,
tion. Experienced as salesman ' In
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
per acre, terms: one half down,
FOR RENT OR SALE Three small
Ing out; restores life to dead hair
meat and provisions. Will accept
balance in one or two years at 8
ranches, cultivated land. Address
removes moles, warts and superfluoui
any work. Address T. W., care
per cent.
TV F. McDonald, 602 S. First.
hnlr.
Massane treatment by vihra'
Citizen.
o o o
machines. For any blemish of th
d
d
sa
ou
and
le
WANT
Remnd
a
FOR
SALE
At
sacrifice
EDAll
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini .
And a great many others fiom
tt
driving horse, about t'00 pounds
ington typewriter, like new.
one to two hundred acres.
weight. Inquire Albuquerque CarStudio, 215 West Central; AlSpbscrlbe for The Citizen an 3 get
riage Co
buquerque, N. M.
the news.
WANTED Capable men To fill executive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
Real Estate and Ixians. Notary
you In the position for which you
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
are qualified. Southwestern BusiEast Cenness Association 201
N.
M.
avenue,
Albuquerque,
tral
Phone 257.
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOtYJOCXXJ
For Sale at a Bargain. FurTELEPHONE 15
SALESMEN
niture and lease 12 rooms,
modern rooming house.
salesman at
CAPABLE traveling
once. Staple line, profitable comFor Sale Bargain one store
mission; contract with $25.00 weekbuilding. HoxlOO feet.
two
permanent position:
ly advance;
stories and basement.
references required. A. S. J. "..
For Rent Store building on
(iranil River Ave. Pcf.iit. Mich.
West Central ave. A snap.
$210.00 motor cycle or horse ;md
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and IV. oo per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
grea:est
portrait
house in the
219 South 2nd Stnel
world. You will receive, postpaid, K
a beautifufl lfix20 reproduction of UCXXXXJCXOXXXXXXODCXJOOCXXXXJ
oil painting In answer to this nd.
R. D. Mar-te- l,
Write for particulars.
Dept. 6TS, Chicago.
five-roo-

MONEY to LOAN

m

five-roo-

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Mf0 Building.
TPlfplwnc 88.

Offl

and Surgeon.

YmIIII Iftr,,.
9 to 12 a. 'm..

OVer

hours
.
i?
if
Idenrp fl5.in.
Moo

.

Physician au
Rooms

GtnMi

k

a to S, and
oilier 441,

DH. R. L.

a three, four or five room
residence close in (Highlands preferred). This
party will buy the place
that offers the best in-

HlST
I

Surgeon.

A 7. X. T. ArmlJo nnthllnfc.

I)K. SOLOMOX Ii. UntTON.
Physician and Surtroon.
Highland Ofnce,
10 South WaltM
Street. Phone 1030.

IRS. imONSGN A IIRON.SOX
Homcopatlilc Physicians
and Sur
goons. Over Vann's Vmg Siotb.
Phone, Offlcn and Re., 2H.

vestment, or in other
words, the best bargain

DENTISTS

presented.

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Snrftery.
Rooms 2 and S, ISarnctt niilhllng.
Over OTUelly'n l)ni(r store.
Appointments nuule. by mall.
I'lmne 714.

'

Also have

a party

KDMCXD J. AI.GER,

D. 8.

.

Office hours, n a. m. to 12:30 p. na.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

who will rent a desirable
four or five room resi
dence, not too far out.

galersprep511

J. PATCm.V

R. F.
Phy-lcla- ii

who desires to purchase

g.

t'

PHYSICIANS

We
Have a
Customer

ar

30A

Appointments made by mall.
West Central Ave. I'honv 45.

LAWYERS
II.

BRYAN.
Attorney at Law,
Office, First National Bank Bunding.
Albuquerque. N. M.

Watch for our
next advertisement, which will

V. D.

E. V. DORSON
Attorney at Law.

appear Wednes-

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

day.

MI1-le-

a Little WANT AD

LOST

and

bft

no ice.
A
bay male
LOST OK STOLEN
pony, w hite feet, clipped mane. Re- ward. S. L. Burton, 610 South'

J:, f;
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EVENTS

The I'.urgomaster.
Are You Crazy?

COMPANY

19

...

...jj.;,.
V

i
?

:

'

I

-
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.
-

i

'I

,f
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ft

,

Located at 121 North Third street
The only real s eam cleaning plant in
the sou Invest.
W are now better
prepared than ever tn'foii- to clean
Whai to Do When
anything that is cic.riable. I clean- j The r.Kht thlni? to do tilnn.
when yon
ing, pressing and repairing' clothes. t
ni'iiius Is to nkf n rliKp tit Cluim- !
t
All ue
we take the front
h.ilaai's Stomach find Liver Tablets.
is a trial. Al! work Kuarair. ei!. Sec Tliey will cleans,! the Momacli nnd
olt r vul.-i!.ond hand clothltik' boue'it nnd
Try
the" liv.r aril bowels.
delivered or It. I'M'f.
Cloodi caMej for a
litSam idea f:ee at
short riot: e. 1'ho! e 4rto.
till drum,'ist!

-.

L'

-

.J it..

.

,

...

t'
t

....

K:

i'

Highland Livery

MADE FOR SERVICE
IN THE ROUGHEST WEATHEH

t

AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTEIY

f

WATERPROOF

rim no

A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

hf

a

1'ir.xei.i in u:e c.ty.
"S lie." the j.irnii'
A

POMMEL

This trade mark
ond the word
lOMTR on the
buttuns distinguish this hioh
ooicle slicker (rom
tlv jjit as good

brands

into-- .

ltMRRooiv

..on.
i.e horses

i

SLICKERS
s3

B. A. SLEYSTFR
Insimiiice, Real Kstute, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and tt. Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.

Avenue
Albuquerque

Phone 257

A.

s
w

!.-

-

"1

h.n,.

rMch-- d

SOHC

I

i

rronrieti-aijoii.

Higher llcaltli

ll'Vfl
New

ui .loim H m
ii y.

Secretary Mutuul ItiilldliiK Aoelatio(.
an urn t eillral Avenue.

mii k i; rou priw.KWTioN.

-

VETERINARY
WILLIAM BF.LDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and IKntistry a Speelalt.
402 Mouth Iklith
Phone 40S.

IR. II. P. PITTTII ORD
Veterinary.
Practical Theranent i,a
nK,
and Surgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Hogs. Dogs and Cats. Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, Phone
460.
Hospital
and
Residence, 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 020.

:.

L'

names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous ndverxe possession of .slid tract for twenty years
next prcci-diiithe survey
of
the
township, viz:
ii'ero. (luillermo ( irn-iAni'":o Aiaijon y Carcia. Iter.
nat lino S,.illo, all of p. Yalta, N. M.
Any p, son w ho desires to protest
aiMiii.-- t
t'ne allowariie of sill proof,
or who knows of any substantial
ii
under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Dp:irtment why stieh
ploof
not be allowed will he
K'vn Ha opj.oi tunltv at the above-intioiie
time and place to cross-xiiiii'the w itue.sst-- of sai l claim-iin- t.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
s u lj ii ;t t"l by claimant.
"f
MAXI'Ml, Ft. OTKIto,
Register.

a h'i?!icr
III1.
wrii..--

".

i

rea-.-"-

MISCELLANEOUS

,"

LAW AND
AGENCY.

LI XT IOX
(

lionded

COL

)

Oflice Room 1, v. T. Ar;nllo l.l.la
HukIi J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Oranner. ireneral
munawi
and claim adjuster.
i'hono 659. Albu'iueniue, New Met,
K.

W. SI'FNCER
Arehitt-ot- .

south Walter.

'il

I'RFM'll

i

n

Jl.lt a 'on neetieut
fienlus ha.-- discovered a profitable
We can't imagine what
for bad
it eaa be unles.s it u to a. Id tone to
i .

t

(

i

character

ii.--

ot llmbiirL-e- r

&

luailh

1.

i

'

I

ADA-M-

S

I'MH'ItT Alil'KS.

Ijitly Atslsiant.
Fmbiiliiiinsr a SM'cialtj.
caeurrxivaM' jzsrniiT?-r- . -

t,"'.'

WITH

KlflW'ja

yi

Phone 553.

s...

IJfe
l'llls,"
Jacob
Ma,n,-- .
S.riM'.T, of West
i;, i M.'.f.YCi. V,'i!ciia(j 3pry
"They keep my stomach, liver nn.l
..J ,U U.' i.t i'..t trtfum
boHciM workliur Just ritit." If these
pilla disappoint
on trial, mom-will ha rtfunde. at All Dealers.. 2r.e.
If you want anytbtna on eartn. you 'Ii T. It'it t. ,t ."etc, f.,r
, .M II
can jfel It throuKh the want column
I,
.
i"i.ir !. n..i
.
i'i:, C r. a ,.l r... ..HIT..
if The Evening Citizen.
W itet ro. f Will.'
I
t
i.IIm,.
H tl.
I U,
UlU.

SOITIIWESTERX

n'

la.-

IaiiI

U WALKER

Fire Insurance.

Hi.'

j

1"

INSURANCE

201 East Central

Kane.-

Vendetia.
The Man on the Box.
THORNTON. THE (T.EANEK.

A

-

14

Attorney-at-Ii-

1

j

IS

& INVESTMENT

Office with W. n. Clilldern,
117 West Gold Avenue.

li

A

February
February
February
April IT

T1IOS. K. D. 5HDDISON

of the Interior,
Vijlted
nd Of lice.
Stalin
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 8, IH0S.
Notice Ih hereby
that the follow
claimant hag filed no- tire of his intention to nuike final
proof In support of his claim under
vctiuii in ami 7 of the act of March
--'
3. mi
Stats., xf. (, as amended
by the net of
February 21, 1893
t.'T Stats., 470), and Unit sail proof
will be made before J. M. I.una, Probate clerk, at I,o.s lyunas. N. JI., on
March 17. Hits, viz: Mariana Chavez
de (it, to for the Small Holding Tract
.No. 2."i4 7, In Sec. 3, Township 7 X.,

hl

COMING

REAL ESTATE

)ciartincnt

FOUND

on
bay pony, branded
and choul.ler. Right hind
foot white, stars in forehead. Call
at 110 K.ist (rold and pay for this

FOUND

IllA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Penilons. Innd Potent". , CcriTv;htS
CniU8. I letter I'afenf-i- TratJe
Jlnrk", Claims.
32 F. street. N. Al. WtwailntrKiii. 1. C.

sTOW

In the Citizen

M. L. SCHUTT

1.

I

,

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

A. MONTOYA

V

..rr- -
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r
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Hew
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Oecyow
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Perfect Fitting Shoes
perfect

in
Joints are the hinges of the toes
perfect
infants, but often out of order in adults. A
fitting shoe should hide these little hillocks and give
a shape to the foot, stylish and comfortable

Our Shoes Do This

i

nn.i Ti'xns.
W. HitynuM, f.l niT
Xfv Mt'xicti, iinlvcl In the city
etrr'1ay fi'itn Santa I'.
Mr. ninl Mrs. ivmcm M.m iillivi ay.

J.

f

ir

t nu'ia,
tin- Kiiot. ni' frii-tfltlie oily.
it
rf
JifTers'in liayimlilji.
..
tin. First Nj'i'Mial bank nf
i
in th' city.
nf Santa Fe. diIt. M. Hai'clins.-rector nf tin- I'li'lol St. i - weather
bureau, arrive, in A lhuiucriue Sunday evenltiK.
Fu sli cau'ill n i r at the- P.ichelleU.
Ralph llalluran. i)f Berkeley, Ciil.,
left l.i.t evening for Ills home after
,lnys with Mr. 'ami
spiMidiim
Mr", (t. X. Marion.
FrlencU in this city will he ki-- I overt
tn learn of the death of the nl,ie-4- t
child "f Mr. ntiil Mrs. Walter Council of l.os Iuna.-i- .
Hubert L. M. Una, deputy county
treasurer "f San MlKuel county, with
headquarters in I.im VeKas, Is In Uen-vt- 'r
on personal business.
F. K Hyde, of Fulnam. Is in the
II,was formerly
city on business.
pli'si ient of tlie Hyde F.xplorinK expedition in Sin Juan county.
Frank FiMnine, connected with the
tii in of ( ;i iinvi'cld Urothers, left for
the south last evening on a business
trip in the Interests of his firm.
Fresh shipment oysters, Klchclieil.
Mr. and Mis. Arthur Sellmiiuu of
Santa Fe will leave next Sunday for
an extended trip to Cleveland,
eastern
New York City and other
s

K.-"-

In

Ve-v.i-

$2.00 to $5.00
1.75 to 5.00
1.00 to 2.75

MEN'S SHOES
WOMEN'S SHOES
CHILDREN'S SHOES

John IJpoker of Helen was nne of
the TimrtiitiR .iirivais n th- - oity.
.1. A.
returno. from an
l)Di;ni.- trip t'i (lii;nio

i.re-i'U'i-

Their snug, clinging instep, with its graceful arch,
leaves the forepart of the foot free from any strain,
which enables the shoes to retain their shape until
worn out; besides, freedom from pressure on the
uppers makes them wear longer.
Our shoes are a combination of fit and quality,
and our prices are very reasonable. A trial will convince you of these facts.

i

I

.

Allni'iuri-iiue-

-

J. L. BELL

CO.

Hardware Plumbing
-

WHITNEY 'S OLD S TAND

Our Hats for Spring 1908 are here. We
are showing late and exclusive shapes at
popular prices.

Eminently the Leading New York Hat
in an elegant, light, nobby style at $3.00
and $5.00. Also a complete line in all
the New Soft Hats, $3.00, 4.00 and 5.00

New

Morelli

A.

u.

t

MERCHANT TAILOR

A. Imvls. formerly of this city,
ha--s
pui Unused the Railroad phar-inv at San Mareial. and Is now In
posses.-i- n
of the business. Mr. lavis
was prescription clerk for the
1'ru company of Silver City,
previous to fiimint! to Albuquerque.
Creen deans at the Klchcllou llro-cerW.

All Kinds of Winter Millinery
Street Hats, 50 and ?5c.
Untrimmed Shapes. 25c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
price
Ostrich Plumes at one-ha- lf
;

Some big'.bargains.

Come and see for yourself J

IMISS LUTZ
208 South Second

Ladies' anil

(

Twelve Cases of New Spring Shirts just
opened up: Monarch, Cluett and Eagle
makes, $ 1 .25 to $2.00. The latter priced
Shirts were formerly $2.25 and $2.50.
These goods are well worth inspection

lent leinen's Suits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

I'or-tertie-

103 NORTH FIRST STREET

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

C.ro-cer-

SIMON STERN

y.

Al-vara-

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo

There are no better ranges in the world than 8

T"e

,

v.

III.

THE.

mini

i.

c cV
Policy
j
f full fore. K.

'"'1

DIAMOND PALACE

face

APPLES

THURSDAY, FEB. 13

Gano, Lauver,
Bellflower, Sheepnose

L

P- - COES13

ALBUQUERQUE,

The Original

m

Spring Hats
We have the agency for YOUMAN'S Celebrated
Derby the lightest, finest, high grade hat made

i
t

CAPITOL LIFE"
A

Western IiiKttitution,
all Its

Wiv-lcr-

tin lilhent rnte
loll mean
of niuii'Kt,
Its
larjrer dividends
Mlu'y Imldcrs.
We have prepared a number
of leaflets which we will send
you free upon request, giving
a lot of valuable Information
After
Insurance.
about Ilf.
leailintr them you will be able
the parto intelligently
ticular policy of greatest bene-l- it
for your imrtlcular ill', and
the
will be able to determine
value of any policy you now
We also send a sampla
have.
copy of our new Twentieth
Century policy, which contains
g
i many radical changes f ivor-inthe Insured without sacrl-1U- lit; any of the s""J features
that It Is
of the old po!i-ii-hound to luc nne the- popular
Life Insurance I'olicy of the
people.
Write for this literature TODAY and profit thereby.

$5.00
tlllllf..

.

We carry the largest line of Stetson
and other leading brands of soft and stiff
hats, ranging in price from $2.00 to $6.00

NEW SHAPES ARRIVING DAILY

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 SOUTH SECOND

119 WEST GOLD

The Capitol Life Insurance Co.
I.iiti

Thoni I'. li.VI.V. I'rv.
Tabor iiliH'k lcncr, Colo.

DR. C. H. CONNtR
OtTeORATHIC PHYBICIAH AND
All
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Armljo Bulletin

449 and 482
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Prices
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$61.00
to

$68.00

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32-

3

West Central

tooooooooooooo oeoooooooooooo

Post Office Opposite
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ATTENTION!

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

PLUMBING AND

If your eyes are not right call
on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

HEATING GO.

S. T. VANN

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully eay that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE TIIE BEST Gallup Coal, American
F.lock, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. "Mountain Wood. Kindling and
Coke.

lYict'S the best for which our
liiyh jjiaile work may
e

:

iig Mjuf

-

EYES RIGHT!

Every Tap of Work
Standard In Quality

in

Svuritk's,

ii

Sutur-la-

E

r

K

I'

TyuT
DOCTOR

fr

!

$5.00

AND 30 CENTS

STANDARD

N. M.

Ill

!

Given at

SMvial Matliiev for Children
Afternuun.

ii

i

IU'iroluotln Kxurtly

In Keuutifiil, Hand Colored Moving
IU'tures.

h

To K"t the best Life Insuranee
take a pulley in the

J

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

THE PASSION PLAY

JO, 20

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed
EZ.

THK HUXC CO. WILL rilESKVT

OBERAMMERGAU
IOU

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
210 WEST GOLD

EXTRA

An IaxM.

TAXIDERNltST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
f

FRUITS

Rallroau Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Gin, Clocks, Silvrrware.
Invite your trade and Kiinrantee A Square Deal.

Moth-Proo-

CRYSTAL THEATRE

Majestic Range

JUST as soon as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove building, the idea is at once applied to this range, with the result that the M.Ji:sTlC of today represents all the best features of all makes. In addition to this, it is con- jHE GREAT MAJESTIC,
structed of material that
to all common purposes '.
4
is unbreakable.
It will
X
n
save you time, fuel and JjJ
li(Jt5Tic
mjtsTic
O
the
produce
Id
work; and
ws. co. Jl
I wire ca.
3i
i1.UHIIS.ltt
best of results. BuyaMA- - 3
'
n
jestic you will never 5E
need another.
I
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THE FINEST

trMYD ACT
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Shirts

ai

j

Regardless of Cost

o

The Knox Hat

t

Mrs. .1 W. Itaynolds of Santa Fe.
ctompai.led by her three sons, who
have been spending tlie past four
months with her fathr in Omaha,
Neb., are now the (ruests of Mr. and
Mr.s. .Ieflrson Itaynolds, of Fast Las
Henrj
by
'l'licy will return tu Santa Fe
Mrs.
VeiCH.
Herommenled
Symes. to develop the bust from i
tiie first of March.
.
to 6 Inche-New hMd lettuce, IlichelitMl
Guaranteed to be made from the
Is perfectly
Extract.
true Onlega
The ball game yesterday between haimless.
The Vnuca're Formula is a general
tirays and the Mclntosh-Itrown- s
the Hare-Ineffect upon
resulted in a score of 17 to 'J tonic, but it has n75 specific
For sale by
cents.
bust.
Price
the
The
team.
n
latter
of
the
ftvor
tennis were in good condition except Highland Pharmacy and
for a Utile awkardness on mccoiint of
point!".
Pharmacy
Itatteties:
the winter's vacation.
U. M. lNiiiiildson, Held secretary of M ltannon and I'erea; Hagerman and
!he Home Mission board of the. MethIliilcer.
AND SUPPLIES!
odist Episcopal church, at Denver,
W. I. Murray, president of the Sil- WELL MACHINERY
Presbytilled tlie pulpit at the First
Is spenditiK
hank.
National
ver
Citv
terian church yesterday.
the day in the city, having arrived
who has from the south this morning.
Mr.
Mrs. Charles A.
KUest of her niece. Mrs. Murray says that the mines, which'
been the
Chnrlca Castle, of this city, but now closed during the October panic, are!
of Koit Smith. Ark., has itlunie.1 to resuming work and that Silver City
her home at Santa Fe.
Is raking on its old appearance of
Kdgur Calfee arrived In AlbU'iucr-iU- e prosperity again.
from Uoswell last cVinlnR. He ii
II. Chambon. w idow of the
district HKeiit for the occidental Life lateMrs.Henry
Chambon of Socorro, a
valInsurance company In tlie l'eeos
storekeeper and property
prominent
ley.
owner of that place, announces that Twelve different styles of Machine suitable for
Louis Trauer. the sheep commis- she will continue to conduct her hus- nil formfttioim and riepthti. nny kind of power desion broker, went to Suwanee last bands business. Julius Champerdnn, sired. Write for circular A.
nisht to superintend the loading of who has been connected with the C. P. Taneytiill,
Ckiahoma City, Okla.
sheen which he haa sold to eastern business for the past five years, will
manager.
parties.
be Mrs. Cambon's
T. L. MeSpadden, who Is prominent
treaty of ZIXTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTXXXTTI
of the
A celebration
of
the
organization
Just now In his
Slidalgo was held In
Guadalupe
com-lanMercantile
Swastika Sheen and
Washington on the evening of Febhas returned from an extended ruary 2. All the sections of the counI
OkUand
trip to Kansas Missouri
try acquired by that treaty were rep
hum.
Fresh celery, Uichelleu drocery.
yesterday
1. F. Keeping returned
(nun Oallup and several other west
ern points, w nere ne nas ueeu un
ON THE MARKET
busiue.ss connected with the Contin
ental Oil com Dan v. for which he Is
I
sales aKeut.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Keith of Fagle
KOL'It NHJHTS, C'OMMKXCIXfi
Hay-ties-

Spring Styles

l

-

8

iooh.

been

of heir daitKliter, Mrs. A. V.
TnrklnBt'h, wife of (Jenernl A. P.
TnrkliiKt'ji.
of Santa Fe, left Sat-

fpi'K t yos- In

ttitavtnr 10,

Riins(.

AKAdKAlMIS

I:. IV

the resented. At the mpclfn. which was
held under the susplces of the Cali
fornia society, three member of Con-- I
(tress spoke for California. Senator
Smont for Ctah, Hon. L. It. Prince Tori
urday fotjthelr home.
The " itchell," the International New Mexico and Ambassador Hurrett
iencp
'o
School
instruction for tlie northwest.
running
The proposed rabroad.
ca r. w lili
bus been sidetracked here
f n- the i st few weeks, fur tlie bene- - through Luna and Grant counties, thej
Gila forest reserve, east of the Mo-- 1
III of AllliiUeriie s'udents, was yes- Socorro,
goilon mountains, through
lerday ta n to Santa Fe.
Valencia and McKlnley counties and
! reen
hllli at the Klchelieii Cro- - Into the San Juan coal fiehls, now
eery.
seems an assured fact. Fayette A.
the
Kmm i Kamona.
Jones of Albuquerque ,n prominent'
M.
dauKhter .f Mr. mid Mrs. W.
engineer of New Mexico, ha.s left Kl
mnell, if l.iis Lunas, died yenlerday I'.iso for Columbus to head a party of
niorniiiK bf nialiunant scarlet
engineers who will niak" a prellmin- -'
Mr. and il rs. Com. ell have the symnry survey northward through western
pathy of their many A bu'Uerciic New- - Mexico. The terminus of the,
friends.
road will un.l.iuhteil'.y be !n Inn ing,
X. M.
New pijis ai the l'.icbelieu (irocery. Colo., or Firming!"
Mrs. l S. C Liner, wife of Chief
Clerk L:ar of the local Santa Fe
roit p.f.nt iti;snii:fi: ati
to leave tomorrow 202 !orCTM I IMIII.
oftice. ejpect.s
APPLY OI.I)
a
on
Mempliis. Teim.,
niorninit I
rici:.
town
exijr
Mrs.
Liner
visit to
iiarenis.
pects to
nhsent from the city two
months.
Fine oanKes ju-- t received, Itiche-lle.

Oroe. .J'a. who have
t

PERSONAL
I

Mo.vm.tr,

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALI3UQUEKQUJ

"T.Kj

412 WEST CENTRAL AYE.
l'HOXK til

Or OPTICS

VANX JEWFI.KY

One

loor South of

CO.

Orug Store.

H. W. SCHROEDER

Teacher of Violin
ALSO

MANAGER

OF

Schroeder's Orchestra

JOHN S. BEAYEN

-

-

502

;

South First

Room 28 Barnett Bldg.
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Spring Styles of 1908
'KM
Just Received and on Display.

Manhattan Shirts Earl & Wilson Shirts
Fobush & Crossctte Low Quarter Shoes

M. MANDELL
AND FURNISHINGS

FINE CLOTHING
DUNLAP OPENING DAY, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
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